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11 a a The Memphis
Colored Man Suddenly
Turned Into The Forgotten Man?
Read 'Dark Shadows'
On Page 6 For A
Thought-Provoking Essay On The Newly
Formed, Lily-White
Future Memphis' Group.
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9urniture C
at evoke Furniture

Baseballers
Meet Trouble
At Malt Stand

Youth Destined To Go Through
Life With Bullet In Neck
Young Girl Said
Boy Thought
To 'Scare Her'

The want or hamburgers and
malt-shakes lead to Millington
policemen detaining about 12
members of Woodstock's Little
League baseball players at
police headquarters about 25
minutes last Tuesday afternoon while the team was en
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
route home after playing a
game.
Had the accidentally fired
acthis,,
like
It all started
bullet that struck 16-year-old
cording to reports to the TriCathelia Barr last Thursday
State Defender: The team,
•
night been a little higher, a
with its adult leader, stopped
budding worker with handicapat a malt bar on Navy road in
ped children would have been
Millington and ordered hamlost to the world. Cathelia, of
burgers and malts. An attend
868-D Walker ct., was hit in
ant served several carloads of
the back of the neck by a 32
other persons who arrived i
caliber bullet, allegedly fired
Little Leaguers had
after
by an "acquaintance" of he*,
placed their orders. The Little
16-year-old Howard Jackson,
became indignant
Leaguers
Cathelia, the daughter of Mr.
about the "discourteous servand Mrs. McKinley Barr, is a
them"
accorded
ice
150
some
Negroes
saw
that
Denis•
escort!
the
of
part
FREEDOM
YOUNGEST
Booker T. Washington senior
They left and went across
Marcher of them all, seven- was pushed along by her (including one white) march
whose ambition is to become a
served
were
and
street
the
protesting
it,,
Main
Sign
down
Jones.
William
father,
Denise Jones,
month-old
special education worker in the
Odell Dotson, vice president didn't seem to mind the po- around Jones' neck reads: segregated eating facilities. readily. As they were about to
field of handicapped children.
leave, policemen arrived and
of the 14th Ward Civic elute lice escort that seemed to be "DADDY, I WANT TO BE
It was the third such march
She also likes psychiatry.
co-chairman of the Fair Em- highly interested in her FREE, TO01 ! 1" The pair in two weeks. Another march ordered them to headquarters.
The bullet which entered the
About 25 minutes later the 1 CATHELIA B A R EL acci- (Stansbury Photo)
ployment Practice of Bluff presence on Main se As you
is scheduled for the night
was a part of the NAACPlower part of her neck is still
attendant at the first malt bar l dentally shot by a friend.
City Council of Civic clubs can see, she was having no
sponsored Freedom March of June 29, Thursday.
- there. Mrs. Barr said that the
arrived and demanded thatl —
and a member of the NAACP
(Withers photo)
doctor who treated Cathelia
they pay $2.74 for the food
executive board of Memphis,
evidently thought the condition
ordered. Lhey returned to the
has a few words to say on the
was not serious. The doctor did
malt bar to receive the food,
racial situation in Memphis.
warn the family, however, that
th
in
which
threw
a
refuseDotson was • member of the
if Cathelia should ever experconta:ner.
citizens group that visited
ience any pain from the spot
Police at headquarters told
Mayor Henry Loeb several
to let him know. An operation
them
"don't
and
order
things
months ago and came back
might be necessary to remove
not pay for them."
e‘er,
discouragem
the bullet.
Mrs.
of
Samuel
Lucas,
2651
than
no
offered
when the mayor
A BRIGHT YOUNGSTER
Rust ave., mother of one of the
elp for strengthening the
Cathelia, a bright youngster,
said she was disturbplayers,
drugstore.
tire
school
of
high
races
the
Negro
Several
arotherhood of
looks on the rosy side of the
ed by the treatment of the
COOL KAT
A.
By
hit
they
said,
Williams
all,
In
a
for
out
students,
college
Memphis.
and
picture, seemingly unmindful
Who said the races can't get players by the attendant of the The Bluff City Education As- of -some new methods in edu- of how close her brush had been
Dotson writes:
little sit-in activity last Satur- practically every store on Main
malt bar and the policemen sociation was represented by cation," also the annual presen"To those of my race who day, said one of the officers st., that holds to segregated eat- together in Memphis and enwith death. She talks about her
"for taking the Little Leaguers
two teachers at the 99th an- tation of "School Bell Awards" future. But through proddings
depend upon bettering their cruising in the vicinity, threat- ing facilities, closing them ali. joy a peaceable show or afto headquarters when they
nual convention of the National for distinguished work in re- she reveals how the accident
conditions in a foreign land, or ened to "beat them" if they In each of the establishments fair unattended by violence and
the management refused to bloodshed? Listening to withes- were within their rights to Education Association which porting on education. Twenty- happened.
who underestimate the impor- didn't move on.
ses testify at a recent hearing leave if several carloads of started June 25 and will con- three will be presented.
She had been visiting *
tance of cultivating a friend- Calvin Williams, acting as press charges.
On other fronts, Negroes that there would be bloodshed white customers had been serv- tinue thru June 30, in Atlantic
ship with the southern white spokesman for the group, said
agenda friend's house on Parkway
the
on
item
One
in
ed
face
the
of
fact
they
ardownif Negroes and whites went to
City, N. J.
man who is their next door he and several other Negro staged another March
which is expected to draw East when three boys came
rived after the Little Leaguers
Among the 10,000 teachers
neighbor, I would say, cast youths were standing in front town and plan another one for the Fairgrounds together, and but were
concern is a proposal over to visit them. One of the
great
served
first."
than
More
night.
the parks together, one would
and other educators attending, from the NEA board that re- boys was Jackson. He came up
down your bucket where you of Kress when a "Lt. Slaugh- this Thursday
the
in
as
again
think that there was tension so
are Mrs. Callie Stevens, prin- quirements for eligibility to behind her, she said, with
are. Cast it down in making ter" called to them and told 150 Negroes,
cipal of Melrose eleMentary membership be limited to those something in a sack."
friends in every honorable way them to move on before he previous, march most of them heavy you could cut it with a
downtrek
long
the
took
very
youth,
the
permeates
knife that
school; and Mrs. Rubye Spight,
of the people of all races by "beat their.." or words to that
engaged in the profession who "I didn't know what he had,"
town from Beale, down Main essence of Memphis.
a teacher at Florida Street have earned at least a bache- said Cathelia, "but just as I
whom you are surrounded.
effect.
Beale.
to
back
them
and
st.,
so.
No
school.
"The time has come when Other than that, the students
lor's degree and who are eligi- started to turn the gun went
Theme of the conference is
we should rise above party or said, there was no incidents Some of the Negroes were Last Saturday night is a
ble to hold a regular legal off. Of course, I didn't know it
and
uniforms
maids
in
both
dressed
by
how
set
of
Keep,"
example
prime
To
Charge
"A
race sectionalism into the re- aimed toward them. In Walteaching certificate. Effective was a gun at the time. I
NEA President Clarice Kline,
gion of duty of man to man, of green's at Main and Monroe, another was dressed in a con- races can enjoy an outing there
date would be Aug. 31, 1964. It thought it was a firecracker.
sign
a
decision
carrying
a
vict's
be
uniform
racial
at
she
hint
when
should
even
There
not
does
Wis.,
Waukesha,
of
the
closed
citizen to citizen, of Christian after the store had
would not be applicable to It didn't hurt me. I felt no pain.
case
read:
Attempting
To
which
"In
restroom
library
have
She
could
one
No
the
on
ago.
overtones.
year
a
office
took
the
of
because
to Christian. And, if the Negro, lunch counter
NEA members before the ef- Seconds later I felt the blood
A
Make
City
Memphis
Better
T.
H.
to
race.
Lockabout
according
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soon,
do
to
cared
has
theme
"the
said,
Williams
it,
at
and
seated
Negroes
who has been oppressed
trickling down the back of my
fective date.
neck."
in denied his rights in a Christian said the same "Lt. Slaughter" For My Children, I Have Been The occasion was the first ard, chief counsel for plaintiff faith and pride in the teaching
congreat
of
Jailed
item
Because
suit
Believe
Another
I
filed
in
who
sponsored
Turner,
by
show
Jesse
committhe
jazz
strong
a
profession,
the
knew
he
said
the
of
whites
(Williams
Cathelia said her friend's
the
help
can
\Orland
North and South to rise, can offiver's name by reading his Liberty, Justice and Equality Lakeview Country club held charging that the signs over ment to public education and a cern is the proposal by the mother took her in the house
on the lawn of the club. And the water closets in the library determination to move the NEA directors that profession- and cleaned the wound. It was
be the inspiration of their ris- name tag on his uniform) tried For All!"
the races mingled and listened designating race should come profession ahead."
al educational organizations then that they saw the hole
ing, into this atmosphere of in vain to get management to
and talked and that's all they down.
The NEA, with a member- have the right, through demo- left by the bullet where it had
brother- press charges against them.
generous Christian
The library board lawyers ship of 760,000, is the world's cratically elected representa- entered the skin. They took
did.
hood and self forgetfulness, he When the management of the
More than 500 enthusiastic have filed their follow-up brief largest professional organiza- tives, to participate in determi- her to the hospital.
will see a recompense for all store refused, Williams said Lt.
nation of school policies, salar- "I think the boy wanted to
jazz fans sat through the indi- that Judge William Miller call- tion.
that he has suffered in the Slaughter forced everyone else
vidual interpretations of the ed for in the hearing several A new feature of the con- ies and the use of "strike by scare me," said Cathelia philito leave and shut-down the enpaid."
medium by Bill Justis, Onzie weeks ago. The argument boil- vention will be the description teachers."
sophically. "I don't think he
Horne and the Countdowns.
ed down to the constitutionality
pulled the trigger. I think he
And, as they say in the ver- of the Memphis ordinance dewas fumbling with the pistol
nacular, the cats and kittens claring separate rest rooms for
and it went off."
were really swinging. And not whites and Negroes in public
Cathelia said they told her
at each other.
places.
what kind of gun it was when
The third annual city-wide
she
was at the hospital. "It
Bicycle Rodeo, sponsored by
wasn't a 'zip gun'," she said.
Recreation departACCORDING 't0 THE Gal- activity. The meetings of Memphis
"It
was
a pistol."
ment is scheduled for Saturlup Poll, the nation believes Justice Department men with
Cathelia, the oldest of four
day, July 1, at Gooch Playthat the Supreme Court's 1954 lawyers of this area to discuss
children,
said she hoped for a
ground. It is set to start at 12
Representatives from several Lee Avant, with 10 children. scholarship after next year. If
decision that segregated public the situation.
noon.
Memphis chapters of the Elks moved into a small four room she doesn't get a scholarship,
schools are unconstitutional ERNESTINE MACKLIN, 19,
Approximately 66 girls and
Lodge contributed food and farm house, Thus, 21 persons then she said she would probwas right. The poll points out of 3023 Travis was charged
parks
city's
from
the
boys
of
33
clothing to the distressed fami- are living in a four room house. ably go to Memphis State unithat immediately after the with forging two checks
are expected
lies in Fayette County last The Avant sisters said that versity.
1954 decision, the figures against 0. B. Gwyn Realty and playgrounds
to participate. Two entries
week. The food and clothing they had been tenant farmers
Howard Jackson is being
showed 54 per cent in favor co., last week. She was arfrom each playground have
was sent to George W. Lee by on the same farm 12 years. held by the juvenile authoriof the decision. That figure raigned in city court. She was
playground
by
selected
been
their
that
said
them
comof
Both
Liberties
the Elk's Civil
ties.
has been upped to 62 per cent arrested, police say. when she
directors.
mission which is headed by husbands had deserted them
since the seven year lapse.
tried to cash two checks total- Participants will be judged
so
of
farm,
the
while
on
living
Carbrough
Mrs. Jacqueline
POLICE SAY TWO Negroes ing $650 at the National Bank
they continued to till the land.
New Britiany, Conn.
were seriously wounded last of Commerce at 45 S. Second. on their skills in the following
The delegation of Elk membreaking,
obstacles,
events:
Lee, who is the Lodge's grand
Saturday in a shooting at the
commission of education, said, bers which went to Freedom
Dixie Grill, 602 W. Peebles. NEGRO TEACHERS are low speed balancing and ma"the contribution of food and Village were shocked by conshot doing their bit for the St. neuvering. Judges will be
Suffering from gun
clothing by the Civil Liberties ditions.
wounds were Lamar Emory, Jude hospital. Over $800 was representatives from the city's
Among the delegates were: FARMVILLE, Va. — (UPI)
Commission is results of work
28, and Percy Stewart, jr., 26. turned in to the building fund recreation department.
— Negroes have turned down
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the
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boy
and
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was in critical condition at press schools. The
Edward County's integrationSecond and
No. 1474 for families who have ruler of Claiborne Lodge No.
time. Stewart was shot twice ton, Barrett's Chapel, Collier- awarded bicycles.
closed public school buildings
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1474;
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third
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winners
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Harrold,
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Geeter,
through the left shoulder. ville,
for a Negro summer remedial
awarded trophies and other
as a result of registering to Coy, Andrew Lee Burns, HarSheriff's deputies say a fight Mt. Pisgah, Neshoba, Shelby
vey Lewis, Hobson Green- education program.
prizes.
vote."
Hill
Spring
Training,
County
started and the owner of the
About 1,800 school-age NeThe rodeo will be under
The food was distributed to wood.
grill, 72-year-old John Seals, and Wells. Principal of Shelby
Also going to inspect condi- groes have had no force] eduin Freedom Vilof Euless T. Hunt
living
supervision
families
Roddy
Training,
J.
R.
County
admits doing some shooting
recreation supervisor.
lage (Tent City) near Somer., tions of the evicted farmers cation since public schools
with a .38 revolver he took was chairman of the drive.
in the fall of 1959 and
ville; and several other fami- was Whittier Sengstacke, gen- closed
ELLINGBUFORD
GOV.
from his counter. He denies
55th senal. The celebration was lies who have been evicted but eral manager of the Tri State whites set up their own priMOST IMPROVED
SHOT FROM ABOVE
State
the
for
speaking
TON,
shooting the victims Deputies
vate schools. A federal coutt
Army Band member, SP4 held in Troop Command are not living in Freedom Vii. Defender.
arrested Seals for investiga- of Tennessee in Dallas, Tex., HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Jesse L. Campbell, son of Mess No, I. SP4 Campbell
John McFerren, president of suit seeking to force the counlage. Two such families infor
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scenes
approve
first
not
do
"we
that
tieid
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd M. completed courses at the cluded Mrs. Littie B. Avant the Original Fayette County ty to open schools on a deNOTHING CHANGES in the of racial integration in the the movie "Fanny" were di- Campbell, 1292 Quinn ave., Naval School of Music before and Mrs. Cora Lee Avant, who Civic and Welfare League, segregated basis is pending.
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a
from
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but
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area
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Haywood county
receives the trophy cup from joining the bandsmen her., were evicted from a farm op- Inc., said, "Negro tenants are Negro leaders said they had
result of two Justice Depart- law of the land and intend to the port of Marseilles. The Col.
Thomas W. Cooke, Red- Before he joined the Army erated by Johnny Owens on still being evicted after they to reject the school board's
as
close
also
as
helicopter
governor
hovered
The
it."
obey
West
the
into
ment men flying
stone Arsenal Post Comman- he studied music at Jackson June 8 after they became become registered voters." He offer to use the buildings 1seof
aftermast
the
the
to
approve
feet
35
not
do
"we
that
invessaid
an
for
Tennessee county
der during the second anni- College, Miss. His instru- registered voters. Mrs. Little also said that the "justice de- c•use of the overwhelming
tigation of alleged Negro of the so-called Freedom Ri- square-rigger Malaisie for opy celebration of the ments are the alto sex and R. Avnnt and her nine chil- partment is still investigating sentiment of the Negro cirs.
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Another Freedom March
For Thursday Night;

ir

Teachers Group Wants
In On Policy Making
Department Of Schools

Lakeview Jazz
Show A Hit In
Black And White

Expect Decision
On Library Rest
RoomsCase Soon

For The Record

About 100 To
Take Part In
Bicycle Rodeo

Memphis Elks Helps
Peeple Of Fayette

Reject Offer
To Use School
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We stopped on the corner his girls in line; we're sure
of Beale and Third in Handy that Barbara At-den and Doris
park and found Shirley Laws Fant would like to know exand Thurman McCray "Bewil- actly what's going on. Vernon
dered" over their love. Delores Bates is gone with the wind,
Washington and James Ruther- thinking that he and a certain
ford trying to find "A love young lady are going strong.
We have been informed that
of their own." We found out
that Aubrey Lumpkins was Beverly Wells has a kingsize
nose
singing "Every Beat Of My
job on Alfred Matlock,
Heart" to Bernard Bates. Cur- and that Chealy Halton is
strictly
tis Dillihunt and Evelyn Lawclassified as a "way
son are still discussing "Last out prexy."
Night." Then we found PaWhile strolling around town
tricia Anderson and Andrew we f ou nd out that Bernard
Randolph having a lover's Bates, Malfred Bolden, Lawquarrel, with Andrew saying yer Cox, Larry Lee and Willie
"Soon Or Later," I'll pop you Ryan are top boys around
in your eye.
bara Arden, Doris Fant, Ma),
We learned that Otis Thomas Me Davis, Joan Hampton at.
town;
and Vivian Barnes, Bar
and L. W. are speaking of
trust and respect as the "Basic the swinging young prexies.
Things of Love." We see that
Jerry Smith is singing "Please
Stay" to Dorothy Franklin.
Now to close the circle of couples and Platters out, we find
will be
Larry Johnson saying "Daddy's
Home" to Marva Bolden.
BANK HOLIDAY

He WHO Allows
H rnseff ToBe
INSULTED
DESERVES TO BE

SEGITE-dffiON
MID
a
DISCRIMINATION
MIST GO .1
in the past three weeks. Th•
march composed of walkers
in their sub-teen and teens
included several who had

been arrested previously for
sit-ins. An infant participated in last week's march, althe she vtas pushed in her

•

Ranks, members of this association,
Kids, we found out that the
the downtown stores which
will not be open for the transachold to segregated lunch fountain of love is flooding
tion of business on this date.
over with coins with the odd
counters.
number of three, some of the
kids caught in the trap are
Lawyer Cox, Barbara Arder
and Doris Fant. We would like
to see the out come of this
when these three meet on the
same battling ground. Joan
McCuner, Edward Johnson
and Doris Jefferies, we wondered why Edward was trying
so hard to get into the Air
Force, and now we know,
what about that Edward?
MORTGAGES CONSTI- urged in the preparation of a
By
ADOLPH
J.
SLAUGHTER
Mattie Buerguard, Rufus
exercised
be
TUTE a very important phase deed should also
Henderson and Clarence GraIn the development and in the case of a mortgage. The In a speech in which hef
ham, in this situation it seems
growth of home ownership. mortgage instrument is com- called for the scalp of George
as though there are four inThey represent an extension of prised of two parts, the con- Me a n y, president of AFLvolved, but we won't disclose
long-term credit, and the func- veyance of the property and CIO, Congressman Adam Clayof the other persons names 248 Vance—JA
tion of mortgage lending may the defeasance. The latter ton Po w ell declared "the
7-9320
iust vet. Cora Jackson, Malbe said to be to promote the clause provides that if the debt American Negro has been the
Memphis, Tennessee
covenother
fred
and
Bolden
the
repaid
and
is
Bettye
Ewing
financial.
and
social,
economic,
4 Mad
victim of a lockout from the
are entering this battlefield
ants are performed by the 'Big House' of American dewelfare of the community.
DR. J. H. JACKSON, (cen- St. Louis, Mo. for the openby Dr. Jackson and Rev. with wide open eyes and
mortgagor. then the convey- mocracy and
noses.
for the past cen- ter) president of the National ing sessions of the National
Mortgages are also recog- ance to the mortgagee shall
Martin Luther King, acting
tury has been relegated to the Baptist Convention, USA, Inc. Baptist Sunday School a n d
Dollye
Jackson,
BurJerome
nized as a dominant factor in
president
vi
c
e
of
the
Conbe null and void.
nett and Alfred Matlock,
the development of city and The existence of a mortgage 'Out House.'"
is greeted by a throng of Congress. The Congress, held gress. (Withers photo)
What's this, we know Alfred
rural communities through pro- does not prevent the property The speech. one of the most well-wishers as he arrives in June 19-25, was addressed
Doesn't know that someone
motion of home, farm, com- from being sold by the debtor- forceful and forthright deHot Dogs — 10c
else is taking his place! Natmercial, industrial, and invest- owner; he does not have to ob- nouncements of the policies of
Milk Shakes — 15c
keen Motton, Lewis Thomas
ment ownership. A mortgage
Drinks — 5c & 10c
tain the consent of the mortga- organized labor in America,
and Clara Lasure, the out come
is a pledge of real estate as gee-creditor.
was delivered by a represent— SNACKS —
of
this
collateral security for the rewill
be
a
comical
ative
of
Powell's,
Thursday
The mortgagee can look to
Ice Cream - Tamales
affair.
payment of money or the per- the property as security for the night, at the Freedom Fund
Spaghetti
formance of some other act. debt no matter who owns it, dinner of the Chicago branch,
By CLAIRE COX
ing: "although I felt warm and
Well! kids, these are all of
Very Good Pecan Pie
the happenings we have this
There are essentially two so long as the debt remains un- NAACP, at McCormick Place. NEW YORK — (UPI) — Half loving before the wedding, I
parties in a mortgage transac- paid. The purchaser of land Attorney and administrative of all honeymoons are disap- could feel myself freeze as I put
week, but We'll be back with
tion; the mortgagor, who is the encumbered by a mortgage is assistant for the Congressman pointing, as far as the brides on my bridal veil and I didn't
more next week. So keep calm.
who is chairman of the are concerned, the American In- unfreeze for months."
borrower and the owner of the called the terre tenant. cool and collected until we
995,2 Miss Blvd.
House's Committee on Educa- stitute of Family Relations
property and who executes a William Jennings Bryant:
re- Only 57 per cent of the wom- JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — write again.
en said they felt happy and exmortgage upon the property as Real estate is the best in- tion and Labor, Livingston L. ports.
Yours truly,
pectant when they set out on The arrests of 20 "Freedom
security for payment of his vestment for small savings. Wingate said pressing conLois & Laura
A nationwide survey w a s
their honeymoons. Nearly 30 Riders" Sunday boosted to 164
debt; and the mortgagee, who More money is made from the gressional duties prevented
1376 Jive Avenue
made of women between 16 and
per cent found themselves the number of integrationists
is the lender of the money and rise in real estate than all Po we II from appearing as
Stoopville,
U.S.A.
72 whose wedding trips took
the creditor and who receives other causes combined. To scheduled.
"confident and calm." The rest
jailed here in the past five Dear Memphis Town,
place between 1909 and 1961.
speculate in stocks is risky and LOCK-OUT AGAINST
the mortgage.
found they were either too tired
The results, reported in t h e
Negro leaders While sitting around, we deA mortgage is a contract and even dangerous, but when you NEGRO
to be interested in their weeks, and
cided to write you a letter inthe law of contracts is gener-H buy real estate you are buy-, But the speech which Powell Ladies Home Journal, showed wedding trip, too overstimulat- promised more would come.
forming you on the la test
pr epar ed scathed George that half the women found ed and tense or too apprehenally applicable. The same care ing an inheritance.
Sunday
The group arrested
news and data thru-out this
GROUND FLOOR
Meany , and the labor move- their honeymoons to be happy sive and fearful.
STERICK BUILDING
ment •end declared that the occasions. Only 21 per cent of Few women suffered any followed the pattern of previous town.
'WHERE 10:55 ORE YOU
weapon of the "lockout," used these reported they had be en lasting emotional scars as a re- ones. Eleven Negroes and nine
First, we would like to conGEE PotrIIRINHAl
for years by management to "ecstatic."
sult of unsatisfactory hone y- whites, mostly from the W est gratulate all graduated senSERVICE"
frustrate the ambitions of la- The rest ranged between so- moons. Those
surveyed were Coast, arrived here by t rain iors. We wish you all of the
bor, has been and is now be- so to downright awful,
almost unanimous in saying from New Orleans. They walk- luck and success in your flling used by the trade union The Institute said that honey- their husbands
ture endeavors. May God be
were "gentle,
movement against the Negro, moons were painful experience tender
ed into the segregated waiting with you in your future plans
and considerate."
preventing
him
from
sharing
to one bride out of every 10. "Although popular opinion rooms at the depot and refused at all times.
happened. She said, "After I
By MARK STANSBURY
They
were disillusionments regards the honeymoon pri- to obey a police order to move. Kids, did you know that
have finished paying my ac- in labor's fruits.
Two Negro youths got quite count out, I will not do any- Powell attacked Meany's and disappointments to 19 per manly
as a period of sexual ad- The promise of more demon- C.B. and A.M. are putting the
Memorial Day speech which cent. Twenty-seven
•rustling-up last Tuesday when more trading at the store."
fingers on Phoebe Weaver to
per cent justment, women apparently
he delivered before the Jewish said they were
they made a visit to the Lerneutral and judge its success by how well strations was made by the Rev. leave them alone and mind
ner Shop on Main St. 1 a st Mrs. Scott said she h a s Labor Committee in wh ich without any feeling at all they got
along with their bus- G. R. Haughton of Jackson to her own business and that a
wanted to close the account for Meany castigated Negro labor
week.
about their wedding trips,
bands in all ways," the insti- about 500 Negroes at a rally certain young lady is trying
sometime but her daughter in- for coming together, (an obvisponsored by the local chapter to get a message over to LarThe two youths, Misses',sisted that she keep it. The in- ous reference to the Negro One bride was quoted as say- tute found.
Maxine Mix and Vidella Toth-,cident was reported to the NA- Labor movement headed
Among married women now of the National Association for ry Johnson that he has no
by
ver, according to one of the.ACP and they are investigat- A. Philip Randolph).
has created a permanent in- in their teens or twenties, 74 the Advancement of Colored need to worry about intruding
for he has all the power! !!
People.
girl's mother, had gone to the ng
Said Powell: "How stupid of vestigative task force of which per cent had no relations with
We really believe Otis
store to make a payment on a
Mr. Meany to castigate Negro he is the chairman, to investi- their husbands on the wedding PROMISES MORE
Thomas is confused over what
While
account.
lay-away
labor for coming together be- gate labor-management irreg- night, the survey showed. Of He told the
audience there he thinks he want but we hope
the wives now over 30, a total
there, they decided to purchase,
fore the Jewish Labor Com- ularities.
would be more riders and more when he makes his decision it
a few other garments on t h e.
mittee which has been an or- He said he has prepared a of 76 per cent consummated the racial
demonstrations of t h e will be in L.W.'s favor.
account.
World's Largest Ford Dealers
ganization of Jewish tr ad e bill which will prohibit the marriage the first night.
Please, let us throw these
the Secretary of Labor from "If you prefer no consumma- type which forced removal o
unionists for many years.
After the young ladies triedl
park benches from the city zoo grapes on you; Lawyer Cox
THIRD & GATOS°
promoting
or
tion
on
allocating
your
wedding night,"
any
Mrs. Pearl Vaughn, an asso- GOOD FOR 'WHITE FOLKS'
the clothes on in a dressing
funds for apprenticeship train- commented a California bride, T h e benches, customarily is having a hard time keeping
JA 6-8871
room, a clerk in the store claim- ciate professor in the physical "In other words, he was say- ing where
there Is any evi- "be sure and decide this togeth- used only by white patrons
ed that a hanger in the dress-I education department at Le- ing — what's good for white dence of racial
were
removed
er
last
week.
Jackbefore
discrimination.
the
ceremony."
TWO SISTERS
ing room was empty, but pre- Moyne college. left Memphis folks cannot be good for Ne- And thirdly,
Powell and • "Why are so many young peo- son Mayor Allen Thompson
vious to the young ladies' en- last Friday for Camp Kokosing, groes."
FOOD SHOP
Congressman
James
said
they
were
This is nnt an after to sell or a
removed
to
ple
Roosevelt,
prepostponing
Continuing,
this full relaPo Well said,
Solicitation of an offer to buy' any of
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vent
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his
NAACP
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Meany
blamed Negro
marriage?" the surclerk took the youths, one 16 as counselor for eight weeks.
only by prospectus to bona fide resi•
will
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soon
be
holding
"to
stir
them
up
hearings
veyors
trouble."
unionists
dents of the State of Tennessee.
trade
asked.
for
the
fact
"Perhaps it is beand the other 17, into the man- Camp Kokosing is an interin Chicago and elsewhere on cause they have
FRIED CHICKEN
been told that
ager's office and told him about racial camp for boys and girls that labor's image has become fair employment
with Two Vegetables
practices the nervous stress and strainl
dimmed. To this I reply, if
BE A QUEEN
the incident.
ranging in age from six
the hat fits, wear it — espe- legislation and will bring that connected with a wedding bring(
AT
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BIG
AFFAIR!
through
16.
of
A
120
total
The manager. very gentlecially since it's union made. legislation before his full com- fatigue which can inhibit a
youngsters will be in the camp
Several oll-paid trips to Chicago
mittee for action, January of happy
man-like, told the clerk to let
relationship. The present
given. Many other awards and
for the eight-week period. The "The dimmed image of la- 1962.
the Negroes go because there
bor
is
due
to
survey
the
denial
of
shows
prises Write to Fred Coulter, 64411
this idea to be
camp will have a staff of 31.
Declaring that our nation an
were no indications that the y
equal rights to black trade
S. Eggleston Ave, Chicago 21, III.
oversimplification of a highrn,tn.y Sunervised Service
had taken the skirt. After they Mrs. Vaughn will be in di- unionists by Mr. Meany's own and the world was in the midst ly complex subject'
RADIO
HI Fl STEREO
left the manager's office, the rect charge of four girls and organization. They will quick- of a "Black Man's Revolution,"
the
New
York Congressman
mother said, the clerk gathered also will serve as tennis coun- ly purge from their union
TELEVISION
closed:
any local or union officers who
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a few more saleswomen a n d selor.
are known Communists, but "Let us realize once and for
PHILCO PICTURE
forced the two Negro girls back
all,
that
no
longer
is Uncle!
will not do the same when
into a dressing room and made
TUBES INSTALLED
they are known white su- Tom in a cabin, but he is now
After The Races
them undress and open all of
Mr.
Thomas,
in
a
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on
a
premicists. The truth of it is
HIT THE ClUINELLAI
their packages to reveal that
Young Woman Needed
that the AFL-CIO has never freedom ride. Let us realize
they had not taken anything
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that
Old
Black
Joe's
head
even after having denied doing Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Williams been as weak as it is now,"
TO MODEL FOR ARTIST
ain't 'bending' low—he's holdKingsburgers
so, and after the manager had of Bmghampton entertained said Powell.
ing it high; and he ain't 'comCheeseburgers
dismissed the entire affair. Mrs. Helena Stevens of Al- The Congressman said he in' —
he's 'sittin' in for freeBarbecue
All Parts & Service
The mother, Mrs. Idella bany, Ga.. and New York, as
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Scott, said she has had an ac- their houseguest last week.
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count at the store for s om e Mrs. Stevens, several years
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none Rownns Corporation. qualified
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Modern 0 • set.
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Inquire
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OFFICE
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church here for 512 consecu- Mrs. Stevens said, "I enjoy
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tive Sundays. He was sick one ed your fine southern hospisoo Win St -- JA
Sunday end the class met at tality." It was her first trip
Mae/phis. 'Ewe
his home.
south.

FREEDOM MARCHERS
marched do wn Main at.
again last week making a
total of three marches with-

carriage by her daddy. A
whit• medical missionary
f r o in Indiana sympathised
with the marchers and

joined the par ad e. The
NAACP plans a "march •
we.k" onslaught on the
downtown area to protest
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Near 1700 Enrolled For
A&I State Summer Study

Left Side

.1DOWN FRONT!,

Tennessee State university's The NDEA Institute, headed
summer school enrollment fig- by the Psychology Departures at the close of registra- ment's'Dr. M. I. Claiborne, oftion last week showed a total fers professional training in
WHILE SITTING-IN, a lo- the pool. When he came out
of nearly 1700 registered for guidance and counseling and
cal dentist had his 1959 Ponti- of the pool, drippy wet, Forgraduate and undergraduate of- ends July 31; while the Readferings at the university.
ac stolen from a downtown tee, Paul Joseph and the liveing Conference, conducted by
parking lot last Thursday dollars had disappeared.
Operated principally for ad- Miss Darlene Hudson to assist
MAvanced undergraduates and in- selected classroom teachers in
afternoon. It was later located A DISGRUNTLED
service teachers seeking ad- the development of skills needin Champagne, Ill., after a TRON said that she is not
vanced degre es, Tennessee ed in the improvement of pupil
nation-wid. police alarm was going to discontinue her acState's summer school program reading skills terminates July
sounded. While he was sitting- count at Goldsmith's until the
also features some 17 insti- 7.
in at a downtown department Big Wigs and NAACPers stop
tutes, workshops, and confer- Other workshops and constore restuarant, Dr. John E. going to Julius Lewis in
ences this year.
ferences yet to be held on TenJordan did not know that a droves. She added, "Has it
thief was "driving-in" his ever occurred to some of the
Already in progress are the nessee State's campus during
same big wigs who purchased
Summer Theatre Workshop, the summer are, the 4-H Club
autorimbile.
the Library Training Program short course (July 10-15), the
AN INDIGNANT WOMAN those old houses on S. Parkfor In-Service School Librar- July 5-7 State Conference for
SAID: "That NAACP bigwig way East that they are perians, the NDEA Counseling and Trade and Industrial Teachers,
better be quiet about the petuating segregation to the
Guidance Program, a Reading the Guidance Counselors
material that was recently tune of thousands of dollars.
Conference and a Chemistry Workshop (July 31 - August
purchased at Goldsmith's Let he who is without sin ELKS GAVE another ship- ettis County. Tenn. Wit last 42 children and their par- their farm homes bece.e
11) sponsored by the State Deand Physics Institute.
which was aired in public. . . cast the first stone. Ha! Ha!" ment of can goods to the dis- e/44k.Pictured above with the cots who wer• evicted from they registered to vote.
The Theatre workshop, partment for counselors in the
or the lid will be "taken off" She explained: "I am talking tressed families of the Fay- Elks who made the trip are
which is directed by Tennes- public schools and the Sumabout the purchase of a new about those persons who purtheir homes from
see's Speech and Drama De- mer Institute of the Alumni
inter coat, even though the chased
partment head. Dr. T. E. Poag Council (August 10-12). Ses.oldsmith's label is probably whites, not those who built
and will run through July 9, sions for the third annual Blue
missing by now." Wow! is she new homes."
Ribbon Coaching Clinic, Boys'
THE ANNUAL EXODUS to
serves as a laboratory for
steaming mad.
and Girls' States and the
undergraduate, graduate maN. A. A. C. P. SPONSORED Arkansas started last Friday
Homemakers' Conference endjors in the department and ed
PICKETS drew a lot of com- night. We cannot account for
earlier this month.
other students with interests
ments when they paraded up so many Memphians suddenly
in play production. The Li- Tennessee State's summer
and down main street last thinking about relatives and
brary Training Program, spon- school program is conducted
Thursday morning. One white other interest in Arkansas and
EN- Ala.; Harris, Richard H. NashRECORD SUMMER
on a 12 Weeks, two-term basis
woman looked amazed when decided to visit Uncle John
ROLLMENT AT FISK: The ville, Tenn.; Haynes, Fred L.. NASHVILLE,'renn. — Isaiah sored by Miss Lois H. Daniel, and ends August 13.
she saw the sign-wearing brig- and Aunt Mary and Cousin NEW YORK City — The Fisk University Summer Ses- Porter, Okla.; Hildreth, Lestel T. Creswell, Comptroller of university librarian off ers
ade marching down the street. Rusty all at the same time. first television appeal ever sion, under direction of Dr. E., Magnolia, Ark.; Hine s, Fisk University, hasbeen basic training courses for elementary and secondary school
She said, "Lawdy . . there As we passed by Southland staged by a civil rights organi- Vivian W. Henderson, profess- Harold C., Springfield, Tenn.;
named to the Editorial Advis- librarians.
cpme those niggers again . . . Dog-racing track, we saw so zation will be presented by or and head of the Department Jacobs. Jacqueline W., Mobile,
ory Board of College and UniLawdy." Later, another white many of our Memphis friends CORE (Congress of Racial of Economics, opened on June Ala.; Kamps, Gordon L., Man- versity Business, national pubinstitutions of higher learning.
woman, commented to her going in the direction of the Equality) over WNTA-TV 12 with an all-time high en- hattan, Montana, King, Artelia,
lication reflecting the business
An addition to the LeMoyne
Creswell's responsibilities in
ctimapnion, "Do you think dog-track until we concluded (Channel-13), on July 7, Com- rollment. In addition to the Nashville, Tenn.: Lanham, Wilinterests a n d
Aunt
Uncle
John
and
that
munity
Relations
Director
of
his new post will be to assist the college family has been as
they should continue to picket
regular undergraduate a n d lie M., Edgefield, South Carofull-time editorial staff in for- corded with the arrival of a
like this." The white woman Mary . . . oh, yes, and Cousin CORE announced today.
graduate courses offered the lina; Lee, Willie H., Lexington, practices of
replied "Of course! This is one Rusty must live in the imme- The telecast will be seen University is also conducting Tenn.; Logan. Adam N., Earls- higher educamulating long-range editorial baby boy who answers to the
from ten-thirty p.m. until two- an Economics Workshop and a born, Okla.; Malone, John V., tion. The peridiate vicinity of the track.
policy, and to pass upon t h e name of Charles Douglas Johnway to stop segregation."
HEROD SOME MEMBERS OF ELK thirty a.m, and will feature Summer Science Institute, the Gallatin. T e n n.; McMillon, odical is read
GILBERT
DR.
timeliness, general. interest and son.
AND HIS WIFE of Indiana, LODGES were amazed by con- some of the top personalities latter sponsored by the Na- James 0., Monroeville, Ala.; by college prestechnical accuracy of articles Proud parents are Dr. and
Mrs. Clifton H. Johnson. Dr.
McNeill, Paul E., Martinsville, idents, b u s ijoined the pickets and paraded ditions found in Freedom in radio, TV and stage. The tional Science Foundation.
submitted for publication.
Johnson is professor of history
dpwn main street. The ,young Village (Tent City) near program is being organized by Two other institutes are con- Va., O'Daniel, James, Jackson, ness m a nFor more than a score of
at the college and Mrs. Johnigers, purchasthite couple were here ob- Somerville, in Fayette County, the well known writer and vening at Fisk university this Tenn.
years, Mr. Creswell has been son is
the former Miss Rose
Werving racial 'conditions. Dr. last week. The Memphis Elks TV personality, Louis E. Lo- summer: The Annual Institute Oliver, Robert E., Oklahoma ing agents, arthe financial administrator of Mary
Creswell
Brunst of Chicago, M.
Herod appeared to have been went there to contribute food max. Among those stars al- of Race Relations — June 19 - City, Okla.: Owens, Judith L., titects, superFisk University and has gained
Mrs. Johnson's
ready confirmed for the tele- July 1, and the Fisk Infrared
delighted with his experience and clothing.
White Plains, New York; Pal- intendents of plant, and others nation-wide respect for h i s and Mrs. Charlesparents, Mr.
Brunet, of
of "southern hospitality" in THERE OUGHTA' BE A cast are Orson Bean, Nina Institute will be conducted mer, Robert J., Little Rock. connected with the financial acumen in fiscal matters. He is Chicago,
have just returned to
LAW against people who take Simone, Theodore Bikel and August 23- Sept. I. The Insti- Arkansas; Pearson. Gertrude administration of the nation's the newly elected_ president of
the raw.
the Windy City after spending
YOUNGEST PICKET WAS advantage of policemen. Take he entire cast of the off- tute of Race Relations is a joint H., Charlotte, North Carolina,
the American Association of several days with the
John-.
project of the Race Relations Polk, Sharlotte ;B., Chattanoo- bile, Ala.; Stanton, Donald L., College Business
seven-month-old Denise Jones, what happened last Friday Broadway hit The Premise.
Officers.
sons.
Lomax said that several Agencies of the Congregational
daughter of William Jones, a night when the police thought
ga,
Tenn.,
Powell,
John
H.
Carolina.
Booneville,
North
other top stars are commited to Christian Churches, the United
faculty member of Owen col- they would slip up on "some he telecast and
Roanoke, Virginia; Pow el I, Starr, Joe R., Martinville, Va.;
their names Church of Christ, and Fisk
Melvin F., Chattanooga, Tenn.; Tisdale. G eral d, Cincinnati,
lege, who headed the Thurs- happenings" over in the Foot- will be released as
soon as fi- university. The Fisk Infrared
s.
This
parCleaborn
home
in
her
picket
line
day morning
nal confirmations have been re- Institute, an annual feature of Powell, Sara J.. Ft. Worth, Ohio: Tucker, Cornelius, Minparked
officers
pair
of
ticular
her
pushed
by
Texas; Ritter, Ranson S., neapolis Minn.; Turk. Richard
baby-stroller,
the university's program of adtheir car in the drive-way off ceived from their agents.
father.
The appeal will seek to vanced studies in the fields of Clarksville, Tenn.; Roach, El- H.. Knoxville. Tenn,; Walker,
proceeded
into
and
Wellington
let
BEST
to
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
ALWAYS
wood 0., Knoxville, Tenn.; Everette S., Nashville. Tenn.;
IT IS
raise 6100,000.00 to finance
a disinterested person hold the Homes on foot. While they Freedom Rides during the sum- science, is open to selected aca- Roach, William H., Memphis, Walker, Mose jr., Memphis,
In Getting Driver's License
money on a "bet." Ask Jo- were still thinly creeping up mer months. "We are convinc- demic personnel attending un- Tenn.; Robinson, Georgia A.. Tenn.; Wesley, Joseph D., Okseph Gray—he knows. Gray on the culprits someone was ed that all forms of segregation der grants from the National Decatur, Ala.; Ruffin, George mulge e, Okla.; Williams,
Murfreesboro, T e n n.:1Charles H., Humboldt. Tenn.:
was enticed into jumping into creeping up on their unguarded n interstate travel facilities can Science Foundation for study L.,
a swimming pool fully clothed. auto and stole their shotgun. be eliminated by the end of the in Infrared Spectroscopy %rid in Saunders, Dewey S., Cleve- Williams, Marion C., Williamsland, Ohio; Shootes, Alfred J., port, Tenn.; Winfrey, Joseph
The bet was made by Dan There are some red-faced summer," Mr. Rich said. "We Gas Chromatography.
Partee and Paul Joseph. The officers in the department as hope the community will re- The Summer Science Insti- Richmond Heights, Fla.; Sing- N.. Clarksville. Tenn., Young,
bet-money, five-dollars, was of last Friday. Added note: spond to our appeal for funds tute was made possible by a leton, Fred, Chattanooga, Tenn. William S., Frogmore, South
grant in excess of eighty-two
placed on the diving-board They didn't catch anyone in and support."
thousand dollars from the Na- Stallworth, Frankie M., Mo- Carolina.
from whence Gray dove into the Homes either.
Louis Lomax and Betty tional
Foundation.
Science
Frank of radio station WLIB Sixty-three participants from
will serve as anchor announc- fourteen states are pursuing
ers for the show. The program courses in biology, chemistry,
is being produced by Leonard and physics for the enrichment
Gumley.
of their science teaching in
secondary schools. The Science
Institute is under direction of
Dr. Edward L. Maxwell, Professor and head of the DepartDr. W. C. Boykins was born al engineering technology.
ment of Biology at Fisk.
at Silverena, Miss., and edu- He is a member of the
Dr. James R. Lawson, Dr. I.
cated in the public schools of Mississippi Teachers Associa- BOSTON — (UPI) — A past Wesley Elliott, Dr. Myron B.
A tion, American Vocational As- president of Rotary InternaCovington County, Miss.
Towns, Dr. Marion E. Wilgraduate of Hopewell high sociation, Interregional Con- tional and Illinois business- liams. Dr. Lorrain E. Gidschool, Dr. Boykins took his ference of Teacher Trainers man said that ethical and mor- dings; Mrs. Mildred C. Wray,
bachelor's degree at Alcorn and Supervisors in Agricultural al standards have fallen "not Miss Arletta Bingham, and
college in 1942; master's de- Education, Phi Beta Sigma only in the field of business, Messrs. Joseph A. Johnson, III,
gree at Michigan university in fraternity. Phi Beta Kappa social life and the amusement Prince Rivers, Clayton WhetSociety,
AAVP, industry" but in the field of
1954, and doctorate degree at Honorary
stone, and Henry D. Gaines
past president of the sixth Edu- government.
Indiana university in 1961.
are members of the instrucAssociation,
District
cational
War
II,
A veteran of World
Herbert J. Taylor, board tional staff of the Summer
Lieutenant Boykins began his Macedonia M. B. church, Col- chairman of the Club Alumi- Science Institute.
tkaching career in Green Coun- lins, Miss., and is a 32nd de- num Products co. of La
Participants for the Institute
ty, Miss. In 1951 President gree mason.
Grange Park, Ill., said the are as follows:
Boyd invited Dr. Boykins to
depth of our drop in moral Adams, Ruthie, Holly Springs,
pica Junior college and in
standards is evidenced by the Miss.; Black, Reeves, BrookM!t154 he joined the faculty at
fact that Americans spent haven, Miss.; Boston, C. J.,
Alcorn college where he presover $9 billion last year for Marshall, Tex.; Bruce, Jackently serves as professor of
alcoholic liquors ... twice the son B., Montgomery, Ala.;
vocational education and agritotal amount spent for the Bruce, Rose W., Montgomery,
cultural engineering technolomaintenance of all of our Ala.: Carnes, Leslie L., NashI
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
r
gy.
churches and all their foreign ville, Tenn.; Carter, Frederick
His doctoral thesis was con- — Authorities Monday sought mission programs last year." W Little Rock, Ark;
. Chatman
cerned with a correlation an- an explanation for the suicide
Melvin, Springfield, Tenn.;
alysis of competencies needed leap of newlywed George Van- NOW YOU KNOW
Cherry, Gwendolyn S., Miami,
derbilt who had inherited $40
SERVING YOU BETTER
SAVING YOU MORI
by Mississippi vocational agriMessages transmitted by the Fla.; Cooke, John H., Nashmillion in the past 26 years as
cultural teachers in agricultur- the scion of one of America's human nervous system have ville, Tenn.; Cox, Earline A.,
been shown experimentally to Greensboro, Ala.; Crocker,
wealthiest families.
• Chelsea at Thomas
• So. Cooper at Central
travel at speeds up to approxi- Gwendolyn J., Lebanon, Tenn.;
The 47-yecr-old sportsman- mately 250 miles per hour.
• Summer at National
Davis, Dorothy A., Nashville,
•
Quince
at
Perkins
philanthropist jumped to his (UPI).
Tenn.; Day, Florence, Den• Poplar at Fenwick
1407 THOMAS
death late Saturday from the
mark, Tenn.; Gates, Willie L.,
• Macon Rd. at Jamerson
•
So. Third at Walker
I Carthage, Miss.; Gibson, Ed10th floor of San Francisco's Hill hotel.
FINE FOOD
Vanderbilt left no notes be- ward E., Cleveland, Miss.
Summer
at Perkins
•
shortly
hotel,
Hopkins
Mark
•
National
at
Jackson
and Cold Beer
hind when he plunged out the Gillard, Arthur D., Pine
• Northgate Shopping
after he and his bride of three
picture windows minutes aft- Bluff, Ark.; Graves, Vernon
TO GO
• Getwell at Barron
Center
months registered at the Nob er he returned to the suit G., Milan, Tenn.; Hereford,
Thomas
E.,
Huntsville,
Ala.;
from purchasing tickets to th
theater.
Harris, Edward L., Mobile,
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Urge Catholic Priests To
Help With Desegregation

REVIEW'S
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lie pastors in Chicago, John where wholesale a ction is
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church secretary is Mrs. Daisy
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biography pays fresh trichord in readers who remember This
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character of Christ unless p.m. Mrs. Bertha Ford is sponing, not separate, and sex is
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band's
Thou take possession of us? sor. Rev. James Stuart, jr., is
the way it should be — easy
to integrate all citizens.
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FINANCE COMPANY
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June 25. Rev. C. W. Chattman. WEST NEWTON, England — white men." Jones said.
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TOPS IN TALENT was, as
usual, displayed on the Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis
and the Mid-South last week,
heard every Saturday, 11:30

on radio station WDIA. This
show gives an opportunity to
youthful talent such as the
above to exhibit that talent to
a listening public. WDIA

serves as an ideal station due
to its tremendous popularity.
From left, above, are Martha
Jones, Margie Deloach, Shirley Jones and Betty Jones.
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Words are not big enough for me to express
my many thoughts and appreciation, to you the
people of Haywood and adjoining counties for the
beautiful flowers, liberal donations, prayers and
words of consolation, during the illness and passing of my little girl "Lu-Lu."
May God bless and keep each of you is my
prayer.
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Three Grand Prizes

Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS

Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:

TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!

RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
your base.

•4th ROLLFAST
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE
5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
•9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
i . 10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS

t

2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families are
ineligible.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

FILL OUT
COUPON

— -CLIP AND MAIL- —

—

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis, Tennesse
Wellington
236 South
would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I would like a rout*
I hay* 10 or more customers CI
13

TODAY!

dry

ADDRESS

STATE

ZONE
SOY

TELEPHONE

Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.

AGE

LAST NAME

MIDDLE

FIRST NAME

GIRL

I would like my son,daughter to make some spending money and get early business training Ilk, most of I
America's great men.

.1111M.

11•111•11.

PARENT AND GUARDIAN
mmno
mom.

The New
A.B'C• I Tri-C4rite
Defender

.A B

Wellington

—

Phone

I

JA. 6-8397

JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKI

There Are Cuff Links and Cuff Links

Wham:IN:rums

"The South's Indopontiont Wookly"
Home Office: 236 South

DARK

C.

by NAT!). WILLIAMS
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ALL WHITE FUTURE???

Memphis are not being really
•
Evidently the people who realistic about the city's future.
Mem- For the facts are these:
really own and operateopinion
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six months. $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate 810)
NEGROES HERE TO STAY
phis still are not of the
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Tak• Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or PhotosNegroes are here to stay. As
that local Negroes are imporlong
as there is any Memphis
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
tant or worthy of serious con
worthy
of the name, Negroes
at Memphis, T
sideration.
. Under Act of Marc it 2, 1879.
will be here.
Otherwise, it is difficult to
Anybody who sets out to
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
explain the organization and plan Memphis'
future on a
proposals of the group of 98 basis of ignoring
the feelings,
leading Memphians who have thoughts,
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
and aspirations of
launched a project known as nearly half
the population is
2400 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois
Future Memphis Incorporated. either foolishly
hiding his head
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
Most of the city's leading in the sand,
or is blinded by
bankers, merchants,
manu- ignorance and
prejudice.
facturers and professional men
No realistic approach to
are members of Future Mem- Memphis,
future can proceed
phis Incorporated. All of those on the
assumption that Nenamed are white men, They groes are
something to be
are men who are well known
..planned for," and not be callTheodore Leskes has just had ing outside the pale of Con- harassing this administration. and respected in Memphis. ed in on the
"planning." Inhis "The Civil Rights Story" stitutional law, given to unMr. Leskes points out in his They are among the city's creasingly, Negroes all over
leading
employers.
They
are
published. It is a year's re- American activities.
Year's Review that "the DemoAmerica are beginning to upset
view of the civil rights move- The governors of these states cratic as well as the Republi- the leaders, or are among the the "planned" places set up
for
as well as other public officials can platforms, endorsed the leaders in virtually all prog- them by the
ment.
well-heeled, suressive
plans
designed
to
adMr. Leskes is director of the are casting a reflection upon Supreme Court
decision reperior placed "great white
:
,
American Jewish Committee's the- integrity of the national quiring desegregation of pub- vance the civic, economic, and fathers
cultural life of this growing The day
legal division. He is also a Democratiq,party, which stated lic schools."
is rapidly growing
member of the bar of New in its 1960 Platform: A new
These same southern gov- metropolis,
to a close when rich and highYork State and of the United Democratic administration will ernors are champions of States
Now, they are laying the ly placed white men in MemStates Supreme court. He is ....use its full powers—legal Rights. They want to be grant- groundwork for an organiza- phis and the south can insulate
the author of numerous arti- and moral—to insure the be- ed States Rights by denying tion (Future Memphis Incor- themselves from their clear recles on civil rights and civil ginning of good faith compli- Negro citizens within the state porated), the like of which has sponsibility
by
putting
a
ance with the constitutional their Constitutional rights.
liberties.
proven very effective in ac- cushion of second and third
In the report, he points to the requirement that racial disWe believe in States Rights celerating and guiding the de- rate white men between themfact that of the 17 southern and crimination be ended in pub- but we will never fight for it velopment of similar major selves and the Negro element
border states four of them have lic education
until every citizen within the American cities over the na- in the community. For intion and for some number of stance, the Chickasaw
not desegregated any public The Freedom Riders took the state is granted his rights.
Garden
schools despite the lapse since 1960 Democratic Platform to
Mr. Leskes indicated in his years.
breed of white folk have so
WHAT
the desegregation ruling of the heart when it stated: "...Pro- report that southern states
ABOUT NEGRO?
far escaped the pressure of NeSupreme Court on May 17, tection of rights of Americans have not advanced enough evi- ll speaks well for Memphis gro housing needs in Memphis
1954. These states are Ala- to travel, to pursue lawful dence to show that they are that there are among its citi- ....by moving to the outskirts
bama, Mississippi, South Caro- trade and to engage in other capable of providing law and zentry progressive leaders who of town....and leaving
the
lina and Georgia, which has lawful activities abroad with- order for all citizens within the busy themselves to take steps comparatively "poor white"
to
made plans for desegregation. out distinction as to race or framework of human rights. which should prove beneficial remain and fight the
rear
to
the
Public officials in these religion is a cardinal function
whole
community.
We believe that Federal inguard action for white supremstates are not truthful to the of the national sovereignty." tervention will continue to be
But to launch such a project acists,
oath of office they took. They
Governors Ross Barnett and necessary if Negroes are to without the active participa- DAY WILL END
tion of representatives of the
are living a lie. They are act- John Patterson are surely em- obtain full citizenship.
But that day is coming to a
important Negro seg- quick close. It's later than the
ment
of
the
popul a- "country club crowd" realizes.
tion indicates what seems to
Thoughtfully intelligent Nebe a rather disturbing state of groes in Memphis feel
keenly
mind still in the back of the the implied insult
and open
Down came the advertise- The city of Memphis is source of revenue which the
heads of Memphis folk who contempt evidenced
by the
ment from the Memphis Tran- wrong if it thinks that by State of Arkansas
is now en- really matter. True it is that "owners and
operators" of
sit Bus about dog-racing at pulling some $5,000 worth of joying at the expense of Tenn- politicians,
school folks, social Memphis who evidently don't
Southland Greyhound Park in advertisement in placards off esseans.
workers, police officials and the feel Negro ideas about
the fuArkansas. Now — we'll close buses that Memphians are golike come in more frequent ture of Memphis
are worth as
our eyes and turn our backs on ing to stop going to the race This is not an endorsement contact and
make the most much consideration as their own
of gambling by the Tri-State
the Arkansas track and call track.
headlines where Negroes are teen - age children's
notions
upon Magi several times —
It is man's second nature to Defender. It is simply a rea- concerned. But, where the wa- about
motor boating.
Wow! The tracks is gone and gamble — to take a chance — listic evaluation of a situation. ter hits the wheel
is
over in the
No wonder "Main Street
This "holier
than thou"
all of the greyhounds. In ad- to bet.
ranks of the kind of men who Marches" continue!
dition Memphians don't go to
A wiser' move by the city superficial attitude and display are organizing Future MemIncidentally, one thought for
the tracks with thousands of would have been to start of piousness does not stop phis, Inc.
the "marchers" might be to
"Adventure is a great thing," "Until lately. they did not a man of you, my son,' I
dollars to bet on the dogs.
lobbying to legalize racing in Memphians from going to the
And when men such as the realize that most of
the stores said Simple, "which should be even know what a COLORED would say. 'Go South, baby, to
It isn't thatt simple.
Tennessee. It would be a dogs.
organizers of Future Memphis they are picketing and
protest- in everybody's life. According ONLY sign meant. White folks South. Let a firey cross singe
Incorporated indicate that they ing are owned or operated
4••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• the Catholic spokesman.
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are setting out to plan for Jewish
e Late Late Show, in the have always thought they,
businessmen. This is to the
• After the novelty of the Memphis of tomorrow, without significant when it is
could
go
anywhere
old
days when Amerians tadin the man out ofM7ysffo
rememsius "
counting a single Negro in on bered that these
•
• "oral contraceptive," — then
Jewish busi- ed West in covered wagons. world they wanted to go. They "Don't you think white
the planning... .without even nessmen could
• what?
just
barely be they was almost sure to run are just now finding out that adults as well as white young
•
•
slightly indicating that they reluctant to be the
•
• Will medical men and other
first to into adventure — at the very they cannot go into a COL- people should be exposed to
•
are even remotely concerned break down the
.
•
•
• scientists create mechanical deracial barriers least a battle with the Red ORED WAITING ROOM in this thing?" I asked.
with what Negroes think or on Main
Street by giving over Skins. Nowadays, if you want the South. They
• vices so similar to the human
cannot even "Of course," said Simple. "If
•
feel about the future of this to even just
Negro demands. to run into adventure, go to go into a WHITE WAITING the
• body until perpetuation of the
white young folks go as
city, then there's something After all Future
•
will
human
become
race
Memphis
the
Inc.
Alabama or Mississippi where ROOM if they are with colored Freedom Riders, let the white
•
wrong on Main street.
•-•-•
••••••••••••••••••
is not a Jewish but a Gentile
task of automation? Will mediyou can battle with the White folks. They never knew be- old folks go as sight-seers —
In the first place, it indicates Project. Or
can you read 'beAFTER THE PILL-After discontinuance of dos- cal scientists extract sperm that the
Skins."
,0
fore that if they want adven- because no sooner than they
men who really run tween lines like these?
THEN WHAT?
age, he will experience full re- cells from the male and feWest young man, go tune, all you have to do is got down there, being integratorgans
place
cnale
and
sex
covery
of
fertility
within
apeis what they used to cross the color line in the ed, they would be Freedom
What is man's next step in
proximately 100 days, say au- them in an incubator which
dehumanizing himself?
South. Of cours e, Negroes Riders anyhow.
say," I said.
will
functions
carry
on
simithorities.
He is totally dissatified with
"'Go South, young man, go knowed this all the time, and "If I owned one of these
carried
the
lar
to
those
on
in
himself and gives evidence of But the point emphasized is
South,' is what I would say we have had plenty of adven- white Travel Bureaus arrangbeing totally dissatified with "the pill for the male promised body of an expectant mother?
today," declared Simple. "If I tune in our lives."
ing sight-seeing tours to Ni
Are we on the verge of
the handiwork of his Creator. to be considerably cheaper
hada son I wanted to make a "Then, according to you," I agora Falls, Yellowstone Park,
creating man by some mechanIf he is born with dark com- than ones for women."
man out of, I would send him said, "the Wild West can't the Grand Canyon, and Pike's
A warning against razzle- commerce in
general.
plexion, he trys to become fair. If the whole experiment ical means?
to Jackson, Miss. — and not in hold a candle to the Savage Peak, this summer I would
dazzle high pressure methods
If he is fair, he trys to become wasn't so
INCOME DIFFERS .
dehumanizing, I
Years ago, I was delightfully: of selling the Negro
a covered wagon, but on a South any more, not even on also start advertising sightmarket
dark. If he has straight hair. would laugh at this great rea- entertained by the fantasy was voiced
bus. Especially if he was a TV."
Davis, said the ratio of Neseeing tours to Montgomery
by public relahe curls it. If it is curly. he son advanced for developing created by Hollywood movie-1 tions and
white boy. I would say, 'Go. "Not even on TV." said Sim- with the National Guard as
marketing consul- gro income to white is $6 to
straightens it. If he is stout, he this pill for males.
makers in producing Franken- tant Charles
A. Davis in an $10. The effect of this on retail son, go, and return to your hie "The Savage South has guides. to Jackson with leathdiets to become slender. If he I AGREE
stein. At one time I would article in the
father's house when you have got the Wild West beat a mile, er leggings as protection
June issue of selling can
be seen in the fate conquered. The White Skins In the old days adventures against police dogs, to the Minis skinny, he trys to become
Another point advanced for laugh at the impossibility of ac- Commerce.
the magazine of
stouter. If he is without chil- "perfecting a male pill" by tually creating a Frankenstein.'
of
small
service businesses and is on the rampage beyond the was beyond the Great Divide. sissippi Prison Farms with picthe Chicago Association of
dren, he wants children. If he scientists is: "The greater re- No longer do I laugh because
specialty shops in communities Mason-Dixon line, defying the Today they is below the Color nic lunches supplied by HoCommerce and Industry.
has children, he does not want productive potential of t he it is time for great concern
that
have
government, denying free Line. I think it is time our ward Johnson's, and to Govrecently changed
Davis based his warning on
them. This brings me to the male." . . . "even though a about "what is the next step
the prospect of reduced buy- from all white to all Negro, Americans their rights. Go see white brothers of the North ernor Patterson's Mansion with
point I want to expand. To be successful female pill was plac- in man dehumanizing himwhat you can do about it. Go shared them adventures,
a magnolia for all the ladies
ing power in the central city he declared.
e father or not to be a father. ed on the market last fall." self."
face the enemy."
"Real adventure is much on the tour — and a night in
as
Negroes
replace
whites
as
The
Negro
market
is
not
Recently medical science de- J can readily understand
Morever oral contraceptives
"Do
you
were
mean
better
if
you
than
Late
the
jail
Late
without extra charge.
veloped an oral contraceptive why certain persons who are could increase sexual activities residents. He also stated that flush with dollars waiting for
a white father." I asked Sim- Show with Hollywood Indi- "Negroes would be guaranin the form of a pill to be used afflicted with some mental or among unwed potent women. changes in modes of living, invitation to launch buying
"you
would
ple,
send
Besides
your
son
in
ans.
the
South,
noteed as guests on all tours, es
as a method of birth control, physical condition, should avail It could induce married men particularly those brought sprees, he said, rather it has
into the maelstrom of Missis- body gets scalped. They just that there would be sure sdThe latest development in this themselves of some decent to become promiscuous. The about by increased home own- proportion less disposable insippi to get his head beat by get cold cocked. Of course, ventures for everybody. My
area is a similar pill for men, method of birth control. But, fear of reproduction would not ership, are changing tastes and come than is available in the
a white cracker?"
them robes the Klan sports is ads would read: 'SPECIAL
The pill fits into this world young, healthy. married cou- serve as a deteriment. By the buying habits in the Negro white market, and its tastes
"For Freedom's sake — and not as pretty as the feathers RATES FOR A WEEKEND
and buying habits are being
of "dissatifications of man"— pies should not deliberately de. same token, women could also market.
adventure — I might even go Indians used to wear. but they TN . A MISSISSIPPI JAIL
itis odorless, tasteless and of humanize themselves by tak- be given to promiscuity with- He pointed to the wide dis- rendered more conservative
myself," said Simple. "if I was is more scarey. And though Travel now. pay later. Bail
parity between median in- by a spurt in home ownership
small size—about the size of ing "oral contraceptives."
out the fear of being "caught."
' white. I think it is more im- a Klan holler is not as loud money not included. Excitean aspirin, the nerve stabilizer. A spokesman for the Catho- The fear of "becoming preg- come for whites and Negroes, that recorded a 123 per cent
portant for white folks to as a Indian war whoop, the ment guaranteed. Have the
which we cannot possibly live he church is accredited with nant," creates a moral defense as posing serious challenges to increase between 1949 and
, have them kind of adventures Klan is just as sneakey — in time of your lives living the
without,
commenting on the "pill' in in many women — with these esta bl ished businesses a n d 1957.
than it is for colored folks. cars, not on horseback, they life of your times among the
Tests of the effectiveness of this manner: "Any member of pills available — that defense
Negroes have been fighting comes under cover of night. If White Skins. For full details,.
this "oral contraceptive for the Catholic faith who employs will be destroyed.
one way or another with the the Indian fiehters of old was contact Savage South Tours.
men" show that: if the pill is a chemical, in pill form or
Man's greatest need does not
White Skins all our lives — brave man, Klan fighters have Inc.. Jesse B. Simple, your
taken daily it will halt the pro- any other form, for the purpose lies in pills for birth control
but it is somewhat new to the got to be brave men, too. "That host, wishing you hell. Apply
duction of life-giving sperm of preventing conception would rather his greatest needs can
paddies.
is why the South will make now.'"
cells in the male sex organs, be commiting an immoral act." be supplied by following exwithout "serious side effects." I concur with the opinion of amples set by Jesus Christ.
lina Confederate Centennial
commission, asking ministers
to offer a centennial prayer.
"If our forefathers had spent
Though no one questions Attorney preponderant that Alabama authorities
the energy and enthusiasm
General Robert F. Kennedy's sincerity in were actually encouraging mob violence
they used in trying to solve
urging the Freedom Riders to concen- instead of upholding law and order.
By CLAIRE COX
of the Confederacy, swell the, reasonably and peaceably the
trate on voting registration in the South
Kennedy's change of heart should not
NEW YORK -- (LJPD - A
of those who make nroblems of federalism versus
rather than on travel facilities, it is dif- puzzle anyone who understands the relaleading Southern Lutheran Confederate f 1 a e s, increase states rights, freedom and
ficult not to foster the feeling that his tionship between him and the White
clergyman has declared his tmoist traffic in battle areas slavery, the problems of an
suggestion smacks of political rather than House. First he asked for a cooling off
vigorous opposition to the sod sell more tickets to the hylustrial economy versus an
moral expediency.
period with no terminal date indicated.
four-year Civil War Centen- revival of the movie "Gone ae.rarian economy, our country would not have been torn
nial and called instead for a with the Wind."
complete abandonment
Mr. Kennedy told a group of six Ne- Now he advocates
"National Penitence Week" for "But," he said, in an article apart," Efird said.
Riding.
of
Bus
Freedom
groes and one white person that the bus
the war between the !totes. in the national Lutheran mag- "W h y commemorate and
The essence of this volte-face is the leriders had made their point on travel fa"Why not a 'Sin-Tennier azine, "what value can come pray over such a poor way of
the contest bemoral
of
gal
aspects
and
cilities and there was no further advanrather than a 'Centennial?'" from commemorating a strug- handling national problems?
tween the opposing forces are proving
tage to be gained in continuing them as a
asked the Rev. Dr. Frank IC. gle that bled America white The Civil War was far from
embarrassing to confirmed segregationists
Efird a clergyman of the and created antagonisms that a holy crusade on either side."
protest against segregation.
like Governor Patterson of Alabama, who
United Lutheran church who still live, I fail to see."
He said the Civil War may
In the first dramatic phase of the tests
was astute enough a politician to deliver
has spent all his life in the He criticized the Centennial have unified the country geoof bus terminal accommodations, when
South.
dential election.
proclamation issued by then graphically, but on both sides
jeers, stones and iron fists met the FreeEfird also a counsellor of President Eisenhower calling there still is much distrust.
The Attorney General had asked the
dom Riders in Anniston and Birmingham, Interstate
the National Lutheran Coun- attention to "the courage and suspicion and failure to apCommerce Commission to reAlabama, Attorney General Kennedy
cil and "Man of the Year" of spirit displayed at such bat- preciate one another. Many
issue its order on interstate traveling, so
the Junior Chamber of Corn- tles as chicksmangs. Antie- Southerns fail to see much
stood pat not only for the rights of the
as to make abundantly clear as to the
merce of Roanoke. Va., in tam, Kenesaw Mountain and good in a Yankee, he said,
Riders to travel free of segregated rerights of interstate passengers. Having
1953, said the Centennial ob- Gettysburg."
while Northerners arrogantly
strictions, but also for their rights of
made this request, it would seem that the
servance may sell more Civil Efird said he paid no heed look down their noses at
appropriate protection under the Constilogical sequence of action would be for
War books, increase member- to a request by Hugh Dorton, "Southern stupidity" without
tution.
ship in the United Daughters chairman of the North Caro- seeing their own mistakes.
•
the Department of Justice to continue its
DAD...DID
IOU
WOW
"SAY
It=
MIMIC'S SKIPPED AX,
And he backed up his convictions with unconditional support of the Freedom
letoCIIT'Sc5t PM?"
Federal marshals when the evidence was Riders.
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Huge Mortgage Advocates Could Be
Missing The Sales Boat, Banker Says

Other Peoples

BUSINESS
By A. L. Ft/SUER

By DOROTHEA M BROOKS money, re-invested in tax-ex- "the best investment you can
make is to pay off your debts.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — erupt municipal bonds. at 3
You often hear that it's a good per cent would earn $350 and
To meet people, Snyder feels
idea to get the biggest home could be worth much more, de- a house is an investment in seloan you can — even if you pending upon tax brackets.
has
Unfortunately, most people curity. If It is debt-free or
don't need it.
Three distinguished
past quently sees to it that we meet
you can get a
mortgage,
low
a
a
in
enough
aren't
high
bracmortgages
big
Advocates of
presidents of the Cosmopolitan them. Recently he introduced
claim it's easier to sell a hause ket to get these advantages. loan on it. So, a minimum mortChamber of Commerce and me to Frederick C. Ford an
with
a big mortgage, or they RE-INVESTMENT
gage gives you a reserve for
the daughter of a fourth and outstanding accountant. I had
It is possible, too, of course, emergencies.
mention tax advantages.
their spouses were special met him before but without
Neither line „if reasoning to re-invest excess mortgage However, he notes, many
honor guests at the Chamber's a chance to really become
holds much water in the opin- money in securities or other people of considerable means
party at the Packinghouse acquainted. For the past ten
ion of Carl M. Snyder. mem- real estate which promise sub- refuse to borrow on their homes
Labor and Community Center years, Ford has been Chief Acber of the American Institute stantial growth and could re- even if they have to pass up
last week.
tent for Draper and Kramof Real Estate Appraisers and sult in capital gains which a good investment opportunity.
er
Estate
Real
firm.
Ford,
Past presidents present were
I a vice president in Chicago's would be taxed at a lower rate' "After all, dollars may buy
Walter Marshall who succeeded a Negro, was recommended
Harris Trust and Savings bank. This, Snyder says. "is often a house, but they don't make a
late
the
the
by
for
position
William Harris as the second
It is not necessarily easier to pure speculation and may be home. And a home is well
got
R.
he
but
Robert
Taylor
chief officer, Ira W. Williams,
sell a house with a big mort- risky." In many ways, he feels, worth protecting — regardless
and
held
has
one
for
and
it
fourth and Daniel J. Faulkner,
gage. Snyder says, because •
of cost."
seventh. The daughter was one only reason, he was preI mortgage generally can't be
qualified.
in
and
Born
pared
Redethe
by
Geraldine Fuller Leak whose
FOUR NEW SECRETARIAL June graduate who is accept- ly employed
I transferred unless the mortgfather S. B. Fuller was third. St. Louis, he attended Sumner employees in the Office of ing her first position in the velopment Land A g•nc y. agor (seller) remains legally
Department
S.
B.
High;
the
and
received
Treasury
Accompanying their husbands
the Secretary of the Trea- government s•rvic e, Mrs. The
liable or unless the mortgaged
ere Mrs. Williams and Mrs. M. S. degrees from the Uni- sury meet with Robery A. Marion E. Bennett, trans- has recently stepped up re- (the company who made the
among
When
acivities
Illinois.
he
of
versity
Iarshall. Present also was
Wallace. Special Assistant to ferred from the Bureau of cruitment
loan) agrees to substitute the
Andrew R. Leak,jr. We were first came to Chicago he Secretary of the Treasury Engraving a n d Printing, minority groups in line with purchaser for the original
Executive
WashingPresident's
Mary
for
worked
unable to determine if FaulkDouglas Dillon and the De- Mrs. Cleo V. Bradley. for- t h•
mortgagor.
ner, considered by some a con- ton's accounting firm. He gives partment's Employment Pol- mer employee of the Intern- Order calling for greater em- TIMING UNCERTAIN
WASHINGTON — A sharp
in
opportunities
for
credit
ployment
Washington
firmed bachelor had a guest. Mrs.
icy Officer. From left are al Revenue Service, and Miss
rise in hiring during the next
Also, he points out, there's
service.
government
his
the
of
He,
much
his success.
even though "spies" kept a
few months is predicted by the
Miss Yvonne C. Richardson. Ruth Ann Cothran, previousthe uncertain time interval beclose watch upon his every wife. Dorothy, son, Lafayette
editors of the employment
tween making the mortgage
and
Rebecca
James,
daughter,
move.
journal "Who's Hiring Now."
and selling the home. If it is al
Gary.
Laurie, live in
The prediction is based on the
Incidentally, a musical comfew years or more Snyder says,t
Ford's experience proves
fifth semi-annual job-market
edy hollywood scout was on the
any of the following things;
survey by the publication.
could happen:
scene and it appears that a theory which I have held
After a similar survey last
—Market value of the house
Faulkner and the Rev. Maurice for many years and that is
summed, the magazine correctmay increase;
Tynes may be seen on the that qualified young people
ly predicted major unemploy—Monthly payments would
screen some day soon. Both have many more opportunities
NEWTON, Iowa — The Unitment for the following six
College fund, which reduce the size of a big mortplayed their parts well. In than they take. I realize, as
Negro
ed
developagricultural
By GAYLORD P. GODWIN first, to
months.
Negro colleges in the gage;
fact, the entire show was a everyone does, that prejudices
33
assists
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — ment.
In the survey just completed,
—Interest rates may decrease
wow of a success and Jackie are strong and keep many well
United States, is the recipient
What of agriculture in Africa, Africa's trade provides fur- of a $1,000 gift from the May- making the mortgage unattrac- DR. F. A. WILLIAMS, dean two-thirds more than the exOrmes, producer, is receiving prepared members of minority
of the graduate school of A&T pected number of job openings
where more than a score of in- ther evidence of the importance tag Company Foundation, Inc. tive;
congratulations from all sides. groups from sharing fully in
dependent nations have blos- of agriculture. During the pericollege, has been gr•n t•d were reported by employers
it was announced by Robert E. —Your buyer may have cash
Returning to honored past our democracy. Employment
somed in recent years?
od 1955-58, the continent's ag- Vance, foundation president.
or he may have his own mort- leave to teach for one year at and employment specialists
presidents. These men, at tre- discrimination is an establishIn 1955, only five countries ricultural exports accounted for
Other grants announced sim- gage source, or he may prefer the University of Phartoum in across the country.
mendous sacrifice, nurtured the ed fact. However, when Ne- qf the African continent —
the Republic of Sudan in North
62 per cent of the total value ultaneously went to the Iowa a small mortgage.
In all, 95,578 jobs were listorganizations through many groes are prepared and ag- Egypt, Libya, Ethiopia, Liberia
of all exports. Most of them College foundation and the NaThus, it's debatable whether Africa. He will begin his du- ed. The editors of "Who's Hiryears and are responsible for gressive, they frequently are and the Union of South Africa
were tropical products which tional Fund for Medical Educa- a big mortgage makes a home ties this July.
ing Who" reduced this number
present powerful inter- able to overcome these preju- were sovereign states. By the
Eufinds steady markets in
to 55,113 to adjust for probable
easier to sell.
tion.
racial business organization dices.
end of 1980 Africa had entered rope and the United States.
duplication in reported
reWhen it comes to tax advanEach of these groups has reUnfortunately, the experiwhich means so much to the
the arena of the modern world
Africa is rich. There are aquirements.
citizens of Chicago. The first ences of many have given most with the force of an explosion: bundant resources in most of ceived grants annually since es- tage. Snyder notes. there may
The survey shows engineers
president, Harris, who was Negroes a feeling of frustration. 22 additional countries had be- the countries of the continent. tablishment of the Maytag be an advantage in a maximum
in the best position among profoundation in 1953. The founda- home loan — if you are in a
unable to be present, was a They have come to realize come independent nations.
fessionals, with the demand exAlso, great investments of skil- tion receives its financial sup- very high tax bracket. For insuccessful progressive grocer. that changes in customs and
ceeding the supply by a conClearly, the main political led manpower and capital by
He was chairman of the Chi- practices do not come through problem to be faced is no long- the European nations which port from the Maytag company, stance, $10,000 borrowed in exsiderable margin. Among the
home laundry appliance manu- cess of needs at 5 1/2 per cent
processes, but
compreA
YORK
cago Branch of the Colored educational
NEW
engineers, electrical and elecer independence. Much more once controlled those countries
interest would cost $550. The
Merchants Association which rather through drastic action. challenging is the matter of es- have established solid founda- facturer.
hensive study of the economic tronics specialists are most
previously had been organized PHILLY'S EXAMPLE
position of Nigeria has just been needed. Physicists are in the
tablishing progressive socio-ec- tions for future expansion in
by Albon L. Hulsey, a former Little progress in destroying onomic development. To meet services, agriculture, and induspublished by the Chemical second spot with chemists,
secretary to Booker T. Wash- employment berries has actu- this challenge, Africa must con- try.
mathematicians and accountant
Bank New York Trust Co.
ington in New York. Purpose ally
tied for third. In the clerical
accomplishment tinue to depend — probably Tannous noted there are still
been
In the June issue of its In- category, the demand for
of the C M A was to create a except when Negroes have for two or three decades — vast land areas that could be
secternational Economic Survey, retaries rivals the need for
organization resorted to direct action. In a mainly on its agricultural re- put under cultivation. For exnational food
enthe bank's 12-page booklet gineers.
similar to the present Certi- story captioned "The Not- sources. Undoubtedly, agricul- ample, the cultivated area could
fied, Progressive, Spot Light, Buying Power of Philadel- ture is destined to become a be doubled or more than doub- A former ad-man and a pub- senior partners in the firm will covers the country in the fol- The optimistic outlook of the
I. G. A. and other systems, so phia's Negroes" by Hannah major force in Africa's develop- led in Sudan, Ethiopia, Congo, lic relations person are the be Raymond A. 'eague and lowing areas: government, ec- editors is based in part on the
onomic background, agriculture willingness of employers to
popular among independent Lees in the May 11 issue of ment.
reAngola , and Ugana. Father- principal officers in the latest Raymond S. McCann.
manufacture and mining trans lease job information for
groceries today. Incidentally, The Reporter magazine, the LIVING SOURCE
widemore, there are wide margins public relations firm to open in
The firm will operate as con- giortation, currency, banking spread
these
antedated
effort
Holsey's
distribution. When the
successful experience of the Much evidence is available for increased output. All of the Chicago. The firm, Raymond A.
sultants to agencies and clients and prices, public finance, pub- hiring level is expected to be
modern systems.
members of 400 churches in to support such a conclusion, subsistence argriculture and a League and Associates will be
lic
debt
and
fiinternational
will
on
selection,
design
media
low,
only
Michigan
the most critical
MARSHALL'S FIELD
making new work opportun- according to Afif I. Tannous, an large part of the commercial located at 545 N.
and execute public relations nance, foreign trade and ex- needs for applicants are given
Walter Marshall was then ities for Negroes in Philadel- economic analyst for the For- farming depends almost entire- Ave.
publicity outside the local area
Aimed at the Negro market, programs, handle promotions change.
gaged successfully in the phia is told. It is a pity that eign Agricultural service. Prob- ly on human labor with the aid
The study states that "Ni- of the employer.
.holesale general merchandise such drastic steps have to be ably the strongest is the num- of the primitive hoe. With a
and related activities in the geria is in a generally good pobusiness. He still is. Under taken by loyal Americans ber of people engaged in agri- broader application of improvfield of advertising.
sition, its short term outlook is
his guidance the organization whore only desire is to be culture. Without a single ex- ed cultural practices, Africa's
Leagues' most recent position bright and its growth potential
grew in numbers and strength. allowed to work at the thing ception from Egypt and Moroc- farmers could increase their
was an an assistant advertis- is one of the highest in Africa,"
Ira W. Williams who succeeded they are best prepared to do. co in the north to the Union in yields materially. And with imand the actual achievement of
ing manager of Johnson Pubproand
control
pasture
proved
and
Marshall was already a powerNigeria
from
south,
the
is
it
this potential will require inIt is also a pity that
lications. He joined the com- vestment of large amounts of
ful figure in the world of necessary to pass legislation Ghana in the west to Kenya gressive eradication of the tsetproduction
livestock
fly,
se
—
east
the
in
finance.
Tanganyika
and
from
capital, the bulk of which must The Fleur De Lis club will
IBADAN, Western Nigeria — pany in 1958 and rose
to enjoin employers from letA contractor and real estate ting their prejudices prevent the large majority of people in could move ahead.
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Try and Stop Me

GLAMOR GIRLS

SAY THAT Mel Allen, famous sports announcer,
played ball in college. In his freshman year, he was
wont to chase a fly ball, yelling, "I got
drop it.
But Mel majored in English, and in his senior
year had progressed to
the point where he'd
circle under a fly ball
shouting "I have it"—
and then drop it.

ir—then
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Have you ever climbed
the hills of Ban Francisco
or ascended in one of the
famous old cable cars, It
you have, you will appreciate this boast of its natives: 'The great thing
about our city is that when
you get tired of it, you can
always lean against It."
It was a farmer with a philosophic turn of mind who observed,
"Hens ere such perverse creatures. When eggs Sr. cheap they
lay continuously. But when eggs are high you can't get an egg
out of thew"
Iasi, by Bennett Dart Distributed by WJag Tatum landieses
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"Gilbert's car can mike seventeen trips between hie
house and here on one tank of gas!"
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a the lady to be between 24 and
Jamaican young lady who 41, 5 feet, 8 to 10 inches tall,
would like to correspond with weighing between 158 and 185
an American gentleman. I am lbs. Please send me a picture in
30 years old, 5 feet, 4 inches first letter. Ernest Rogers, 3446
tall, weigh 130 lbs. My occupa- Jackson, Chicago 24, Ill.
tion is dress making. Am a
•• •
protestant
member of the
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
church. Promise to answer all young man of 33. Would like to
letters and exchange photos. hear irom young ladies between
Kathleen Grant, 2 Malvern 27 and 33. I completed high
ave., Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. school, one half year of college
•• •
and have a degree from a corDear Mme. Chante: I am respondence school in psycholseeking a good wife. I am a ogy. If interested, please send
Christian, own my home, have photo. Walter E. King, 515
a good income. Believe in the Clinton st., Apt. 18, Buffalo 4,
right thing. I am 66 years old, N. Y.
• ••
5 feet, five inches tall. Will
send picture in my first letter. Dear Mme. Chante: I would
Ernest Phillips, General De- like to meet a lady between the
ages of 18 and 30. Not over 5
livery, Waverly, Tenn.
feet, 5 inches tall and weighing
•••
not more than 130 lbs. Looks,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a race or color do not matter,
gentleman, 41 years old, 5 feet, but she must be neat and clean
10 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs., and want to get ahead in life
brownskin. Would like to meet as I do. She should want hapa nice lady who attends church piness and security and be willand would like a good home. ing to strive with me. I am 32
/
2 inches
I am a man of God and will be years old, 5 feet, 51
a good husband. Would like for tall, weigh 135 lbs., light complexioned. Jimmie Lamar, 5828
S. Calumet ave., Chicago 37,
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Planets Has Loopholes
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Legalized Drinking For Natives
Speeds Demise Of Bootleggers

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely man, ex-Army ofMost of such brews have a
ficer, no close relatives, em- JOHANNESBURG, South
ployed, good health, tall, not Africa (UPI)—The end appears malt yeast and sugar base, with
bad to look at, 36 years old. near for an era of South Afri- the addition of anything else
marriage, compan- can bootlegging that often sur- that might have an intoxicatSPRINGFIELD, Mass. — ness Bureau, Credit Bureau, Seeking
ionship with intelligent lady passed the concoction and viol- ing effect — including hashish,
Mrs. Frances Z. Cobb, 206 Col- Insurance Brokers Association
not
over
170
lbs., between 20
disinfectant.
lege St., is the first colored of Mass., Life member of the and 40 years of age, children ence of the United States' pro- tobacco, snuff or
One senior police officer said
woman in Massachusetts to re- National Cystic Fibrosis Re- acceptable. Prefer a Christian hibition years.
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
uid water." He concedes that But he finds no reason to be- ceive her full insurance brok- search Foundation, the Urban
Francois he once found bits of human
Minister
who enjoys movies, sports, TV, Justice
League, NAACP. advisor to the and an occasional night out. Erasmus has introduced a bill organs and snake and crocodile
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — life may evolve differently un- lieve life can exist anywhere ers license.
flesh in one confiscated barrel
Dr. Philip H. Abelson wishes der different conditions.
for long without water or at
David Tromby, who has an Talenteers Youth Group and John Brown, General Delivery, which will allow any nonof African homebrew.
Epsilon Xi Alpha Chapter of Newark, Delaware.
the space enthusiasts would
white South African over 18 to
temperatures above 250 de- insurance agency in Indian
Alpha Chi Pi Omega Sorority
look before they leap.
buy liquor subject to certain Police say South Africa's
grees fahrenheit or at tempera- Orchard, Mass., and who is also
Take the matter of life on
conditions which are still un- crime rate will drop enormoustures that never get above the vice-president of the Inly when the new bill becomes
the Moon or Mats or Venus.
surance Brokers Association of
specified.
freezing.
law, because bootleggers will
A lot of our distinguished scienThis means that the Repub- be virtually driven out of busiThat would cancel out the Massachusetts, formally pretists, eager to discover life on
lic's 12 million non-whites will ness.
possibility of life on Mercury, sented Mrs. Cobbs with her
other planets in the solar sysbe able to buy "European Li- Said one officer: 'Think of
the planet closest to the sun. certificate of membership on
tem, are afraid that:
quor" legally instead of at douIt's too hot. The panels beyond, May 1.
the amount of men we can then
may
from
earth
1. Spacecraft
ble prices from the South Afri- have on normal investigations,
Mars. Jupiter tri Pluto, are too Mrs.- Cobb' who has taken
contaminate the Moon, or Mars,
can equivalent of the speak- instead of haying them raiding
cold. So what about the Moon. over the full operation of the,
or Venus, with terrestrial orRobert Cobb Insurance Agency,'
easy,
-the Siliebeen.
Venus and Mars?
Shebeens and trapping whits
ganisms which, multiplying
which is one of the largest Ne-,
At present, only privileged bootlegers."
If
a
living
thing
somehow
got
environin
the
new
'like mad
special
gro
businesses
in
western
Mass.
bossessing
non-whites
to the moon, in the absence of
Most bootlegging gang s,
ment, will make it impossible
permits are allowed to buy police say, are
protection "its water simply maintains a modern, two stenobossed by Syto detect the prior existence of
grapher
office
beer.
on
State
St.
or
spirits,
wine
would boil away and its organic
rians or Indians who employ
‘1111.ife on those bodies.
weak
must
drink
The
rest
A
native
of
Springfield,
she
components would be gradualunemployed whites to purchase
2. Spacecraft returning from
"Kaffir beer' brewed by South liquor from bottle stores
ly destroyed by radiation and attended local public schools,
in
the Moon or Mars or Venus will
authorities,
or
local
African
graduating
from
Technical
High
heat."
white areas. This is then sold
contaminate the earth with orSheflourishing
patronize
the
school
in
1944.
The
same
year
Abelson said "most astronothe "The Shebeen Queens"
ganisms which, multiplying in
beens, where cigaret lighter who in turn sell
mers" accept findings that the she entered Bernice's School of
it to their
their new environment, will do
spirits
or
fluid,
methylaed
Cosmetology
on
BROWN
extension
of
1-1.2-GGIE
MRS.
surface temperature of Venus
customers at inflated prices.
harm to man or his livestock or
its
aviation
gasoline
often
find
Wilberforce
University's
School
is "far too hot to permit terPolice say the Shebeen busihis crops.
way into the illict mixtures ness is so
restrial life or complex organic of Cosmetology in Dayton,
profitable that SheAbelson is director of the
sold under well-known brand been proprietors
Ohio.
graduating
in
June,
1946.
substances to exist."
will kill to
Geophysical laboratory of the
nams.
Later
she
became
a
studentprotect their share of the marMartian temperatures might
Carnegie Institution of WashBREW THEIR OWN
instructor
at
the
Apex
Beauty
ket. African women n the Cato
not rule out life, but "there is
ington. He is one of the most
Thousands of ohers brew Manor
no certain evidence that free College in Philadelphia. The foltownship outside Durbrilliant veterans of the World
their own liquor, usually in 44- ban last year
lowing
year
she
graduated
from
water is present on the planet,
massacred nine
War II atomic project. He has
gallon drums hidden in the African
BESSEMER, Ala. — Mrs. for water has never been de- the Gaugh School of Business
policemen who were
delved deeply into the 3rigin
back
yards
of
slum
houses
on
in
teachSpringfield.
Brown,
a
Barbee
Maggie
smashing illicit stills.
tected there," Abelson says.
cially produced some of the
native locations. These do-it- Some police
Mrs. Cobb is an active partier for more than 50 years, re- In any case, he doubts any
officers have preof life on earth and has artifiMEMBERS OF MRS. messenger: Danuta Basiak, yourself brews, known vari- dicted a
cipant
in
many
organizations:
Muscothe
from
recently
tired
tremendous initial inearthly organism could live on
primitive building blocks of
special secretary, and Lucinda Hol- ously as skokiaan, gavine, bar- crease in
staff
go
over
COBBS'
member
of
Bethel
AME
church,
the
in
school
high
junior
da
African drunkenness
Mars or any Maritan organism
living tissue.
beton and shimyane, carrying when he
the Greater Springfield Cham- data with her. From left are lomon, secretary.
Jefferson County system where on earth.
prohibited population
LIFE LACKING
a wallop like a mule.
Baptiste.
office
Alonzo
G.
ber
of
Commerce,
Better
Busipast
38
the
for
gets
taught
its
has
she
first legitimate taste of
He is much inclined to be"European" liquor.
years.
lieve, on the basis of known
But
Ala.,
they
Athens,
said this would be
of
Ask facts, that there is no life any- A native
only a temporary phenomenon.
attended Trinity
4.where else in the solar except Mrs. Brown
The
new
gradubill
will also increase
school and is a
perhaps on Mars. And the evi- Normal
KEEPING GROUP INTEREST 8. Keep the meeting from the penalties for drunkenness.
of Fisk university, Nashdence for life on that planet, ate
of
recipient
She is also a
Chairmen of groups often distracting influences.
he feels, is "not very convinc- ville.
an AB degree from Alabama
ing."
find difficulty in the matter of 9. Keep things moving and
has
and
college
Teachers
change the pace. The chairAt any rate. Abelson feels a State
keeping people in a group in- man of a discussion group, for
Hampton Institute,
lot of investigation and thought attended
Institerested
in
what
they
are
docollege, Tuskegee
instance, has to play by ear;
should be put into the subject Miles
Chicago Normal and Inding. They know, however, that perhaps it is more fitting to
before this country goes whole tute
university.
it is better to keep a group's say he has to conduct by ear.
hog into costly space ventures iana
READERS: For my free Notoriety received by Birminterest high than it is to reto look for life on the Moon or Her teaching career has inLouisiana,
pamphlet on group discussion, ingham and Alabama in restates
of
kindle
it
after
it
has
gone
out.
the
cluded
other planets. He feels the concent world-wide news is partly
Mississippi
The following are techniques send a self-addressed, stamped offset by publication this week
tamination fears are ground- Oklahoma, Georgia,
long business envelora, to Dr.
Alabama.
and
which
the
chairman
may
use
less.
Marcus H. Boulware, Florida of a progressive and non-conto get and keep interest:
In a recent scientific article Mrs. Brown is a member of
A. & M. University, Box 156, troversial booklet, "Stepping
MethIndependent
John
the
St
Abelson said:
1. Get and keep everyone
Stones," by Charles A. Brown,
Fla.
Tallahassee,
WilG.
Rev.
R.
church,
odist
"The concept that life might
participating.
principal of Brighton Negro
Amies
Vingt
pastor;
Las
liams,
exist on other planets is an ex2. Show his own interest.
high school and John W. Nixon,
president;
Green
M.
Mrs.
club,
citing idea, which has wide
3. Identify and call on inD.D.S., prominent Birmingham
AsEducation
County
Jefferson
'popular appeal. The case for
terested members first. In this
Negro dentist, (Southern Uni'extra-terrestrial life has been sociation; the American Teachway, the contagion will spread
versity Pres s, Birmingham,
•
Nationthe
and
Association
ers
presented at every intellectual
from one member to another.
1961, $1.25 ppd).
,level, including comic gooks. al Education Association.
4. Use humor.
Believed to be the first such
Mrs.
to
"The other side has had little Of singular import
5. Make everyone fell impublication anywhere this work
a
she
is
'attention. There is real danger Brown is the fact that
is an anthology of all known
portant.
, that popular wishful thinking registered voter in the county.
works by Negro authors from
6. Arouse everybody's curia
head
of
YORK—The
teacher
NEW
may lead to ill-considered proj- Honoring the matron
the earliest beginning in the
osity.
Dr.
were
ects involving vast sums of upon her retirement
daitnegham metropolitan area
7. Keep controversial dis- national Jewish organization irm
money and much skilled techni- I. F. Simmons, superintendent
cussion balanced.
was honored by West Virginia to
Schools;
cal and scientific manpower." of Jefferson County
The introduction outlines the
State college, now an integratBaptist church. At left
CONCEDES LITTLE
Dr. L. Paul Jones, director, TWO OF THE LEADING insurance brokers license. St.
constructive attitude of the
ed institution, for outstanding
Everett
of
BethIs
Rev.
John
the
coveted
piece
Scanning
Springministers
of
Greater
Education.
Negro
book: "The chief purpose of
Abelson says life of the kind Division of
contributions leading to the elithat exists on earth is limited Mrs. Julia J. Travis, Jefferson field. Mass., •x t •n d Mrs. of paper is the Rev. Heal- lehem Baptist church, Holythis study is to give a brief acmination of religious and race
Alden
oke,
Mass.
Hutchins,
pastor,
kiah
their
best
Z.
Cobbs
Frances
teacher
and
count of literary efforts roads
to certain temperature ranges County third grade
prejudice' in the U.S.
wishes on her receiving an
and by the availability of "liq-Miss Charlene Beverly.
Henry Edward Schultz, na- by Negroes in the metropolitan
area of Birmingham, Ala., with
SAN JOSE, Calif. — (UPI) tional chairman of the Antithe hope that knowledge of
ll:401441 tf.b4C014 11 WA's*
— A six-foot cross was set Defamation League of B'nai
SAY NISIEO.!i ooN'T live)
th9JDAW1E'S TURN
afire Tuesday night on the B'rith, was awarded the honor- their existence and beginnings
Pt
q0l1
&TORE
IN4
BEG
BURPING
40tgt
lawn of one of two Negro fam- ary degree of Doctor of Hu- will help both those who read
)
IICIU5t4040
610.FRIEND LIKE
ilies living in a suburban manities at ceremonies in In- them for pleasure, and those
pegzOtis himsrVER...
who study them for their sostitute, W. Va.
housing development.
f/.
Mrs. Miller E. Pernal, 28, The Anti-Defamation League, ciological and literary signifit.^.. .,,,..,)
•
il,
mother of five children and established in 1913, is a lead- cance and inspire promise for
.11
.... 1 •i
eight months pregnant, was education in behalf of civil the future."
treated at a hospital for hys- rights and better understand- People everywhere, includiitg
the Southern public generakly,
teria following the incident at ing among all Americans.
...
her home in Tropicana Village Schultz has been national will welcome this effort, COMchairman of the League since piled by, about, and for Nesoutheast of here.
Patrolman Gene Brown said 1952. A prornnent attorney, he groes, not only recording a
the cross had been bound is a member of the Board of comprehensive and definititre
heavily with gasoline-soaked Higher Education, governing list of Negro literature but
sacks and rags. Mrs. Pernal's body of the New York City uni- seeking to inspire an accelerathusband said it was ignited on versity sysem. He is an expert ing interest and developrnebt
the ir lawn af...ir they had on libel law and problems of among oncoming better eduoited Negro youth.
gone to bed.
•
civil rights and censorship.
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Sigma Gamma Rho Hold
Come-As-You-Are Dance

MR. AND MRS. Andrew J.
Dancy, jr., were married
June 3 at the Westwood Baptist church, Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Dancy is the former
Arlie Ann Caswell, daughter
of Mrs. Jarman Payne Smith.
Dancy is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew J. Dancy, sr.,

of 685 Edith. A reception
(picture right) was held at
the Edith address recently.
Hostesses were Mrs. Allie
Mae Roberts, Mrs. P. W.
Thornton, Mrs. A. W. Willis,
Mrs. Claire Jones, Mrs. N. B.
Humes, (groom's Godmother); Miss Mae Della Reaves,

Miss Gertrude Walker, M r s.
Arretta J. Polk, Mrs. H. H.
Jones, Miss Naomi Caswell,
Mrs. Charles Shelia, Miss
Patricia Ann Hooks, groom's
sisters, Mrs. B. L. Hooks and
Mrs. C. R. Wallace. Mrs. Dancy is a psychology graduate
of Fisk university and w i 11

teach in Nashville this fall.
Dancy is a student at Meharry. At the Memphis reception
hors
d'oeuvres, cocktails,
champagne bridal punch was
served. Decorations were in
pink and white. The newlyweds are honeymooning in
California.

Barbara Anderson To
Marry Willie E. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Elie Anderson, Miss Campus Digest and Miss
1340 Grand st. announce the Commercial Dietetics.
engagement of their daughter, IS INTERN
Miss Barbara Jean Anderson, 'Miss Anderson is now a
to Willie Eugene Hall, son of Dietetic intern at Beth Israel
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mitchell hospital in Boston, Mass., where
in August, she will receive her
Hall, of Miami, Fla.
Miss Anderson was grad- ADA certificate, registering
uated from Melrose high her with the American Dieteschool where she was a mem- tic association.
ber of the Glee club, Octette, Mr. Hall was graduated from
Zo-Zo club, Science club and Brooks high school at Quitman,
A YOUNG MEMPHIS wo- ment will be to report to Charmettes. She was a mem- Ga. There he was a member
man, Ensign Mary L. Griffin, Camp Pendleton. Cal., for ber
of the Y-Teens and New of the Lincoln Honor society,
has successfully completed duty with the Naval hospital. IHomemakers of America, Tri-Hi-Y, Speech club, and
an eight week course of in- A graduate of E. H. Crump served
as a Office Staff Aid Basketball team. He played
doctrination for women Na- hospital's nursing school in I and worked with the Urban football and also ran track,
val Officers at U. S. Naval Memphis. Ensign Griffin iis League. She graduated among winning several trophies. He
I
Schools Command at New- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the Top Ten of her class. She was voted Best All-Around Boy
port, R. I. Her first assign- Lawrence Griffin. sr., of reigned as Miss Yultide Re- and was graduated with high666 E. Trigg ave.
vue, Miss Nursery Bowl, and est honors.
He obtained his bachelor of
Miss Melrose.
She received her bachelor science degree in Biology from
of science degree in Institu- Tuskegee Institute. There he
tion Management, from 'Ns- served on the Tuskeana staff,
kegee Institute. There, she was was a member of the Biology
a member of the Institute club and participated in IntraChoir, Campus Digest staff, the mural basketball and football.
He was also a member of the
NEW BRUNSWICK N. J. —iversity to welcome, in per- Pre-Alumni Association, Com- Air Force and Army ROTC
(UPI) — R. Sargent Shriver!son, a group of young men mercial Dietetics club and U.N. drill teams and served as a
met the first 81 Peace Corps-1 from 26 states who started six C.F. committee. She served as Volunteer Fire Squad memmen Monday and told them weeks of rigorous training for a student counselor and is a ber.
they represent the Unitedja two-year mission in Colom- member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. She reigned as Mr. Hall is now serving in
States' "last chance to provebia.
the U.S. Army stationed at the
itself a leader of the free He told them their work in
William
Beaumont
General
world."
; the Latin American republic,
hospital in El Paso, Tex.,
Shriver, the Peace Corps di-building roads, schools, bridges
where he is practicing Medirector, came to Rutgers uni- and sewerage systems, could
cal Technology.
have "greater impact in South
Grandparents of the prosAmerica" than the $600 milpective bride were the late
lion economic aid program
Mrs. Lucille Hassell of MemA former Memphian. Mrs phis and the late Elijah HasPresident Kennedy has asked
six-yearher
Lena White and
from Congress.
sell of Chicago. fll., and Elie
The Peace Corps turned out old son. Maurice, were the Anderson Sr., and the late Mrs.
olds Meeting
Mrs.
and
Mr.
houseguests
of
to be a somewhat bedazzled
Lillian Jones Anderson of
In a setting of beauty, the group of typical American Samuel Kinnel of 1309 Adelaid Nesbitt, Miss.
Clara Barton Health club, held college graduates, many wear- st., during a two-week vacaThe bridegroom-elect is the
Its last meeting until the fall jng bermuda shorts and smok- tion here.
season, at the home of Mrs. ing pipes. They greeted Shriv- Mrs. White. a former mem- grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Cornegie and MurWilla Briscoe.
er with a standing ovation.
ber of Centenary Methodist
Plans were completed for He, in turn, compared them church, first moved to Denver, ray Hall and the late Mrs. M.
the club's picnic to be held in to the frontiersmen of the 19th Col. about 18 years ago. Three Hall. His mother was the late
mid-August on the spacious Century who joined together years ago, she and her hus- Mrs. Ann Ruth Cornegie Hall,
lawn of Miss Harry M. PeY-iwith their neighbors to build band, Roosevelt White, moved an energetic civic worker of
Quitman. Ga.
ton.
to Ogden, Utah.
la barn or drill a well.
, The wedding will be soloemMain item discussed during
While in Memphis, Mrs. nized in
mid-Sept., at the
the meeting was "future plans."
White went to Clarksdale and Olivett Baptist
church with the
Refreshments were served
Miss.,
Winona,
to visit family pastor, Rev. E.
W. Williamson
by the hostesses.
.
scoe,
members. In Clarksdale, she officiating.
Topic
Mrs. D. M. Johnson
MrsanBdMiss
ri
visited a sister. Mrs. Theresa
Geraldine Diamond.
BROWNVILLE, T e n n. — Fisher. In Winona, she visited
Among those attending were: The height of fashion was feaan uncle and aunt, Prof. and FAST GROWTH
Mrs. LeBlanche Jackson, Mrs. tured when the Cavalier's club
NEW YORK -- (UPI) —
.Mrs. J. J. Knox.
Etta Page, Mrs. Emma T. sponsored a Pink Tea on the
En route home Mrs. White Life insurance in force in the
Johnson, Mrs. Beulah Thomp- lawn at the home of Mrs. Sel-Iplans
to visit an aunt in Chi- U.S. has grown eight times as
lton, Mrs. Zana Ward, Mrs. ma Jones last Sunday aftercago, Mrs. Naomi Leake. And fast as the nation's population
Beulah Williams, Miss Harry noon.
in Denver, she will visit a in the past decade and reached
M. Simmons, Mrs. Perlena Featured in the Fashion Disdaughter, Mrs. Ernestine Price, a new record total of about
Saunders, Mrs. Debra Thomp- play were Miss Cynthia Rawls, who
is a native of Memphis.
6645 billion at the start of
son. Mrs. Fairy P. Austin, Mrs Mrs. Elma Rogers, Mrs. FlorMrs. White is an agent for 1961, according to the Insti-,'
Edith Scott. Mrs. W. D. Cal ence Hicks, Francis Palmer,
the Chicago Defender in Ogden. tute of Life Insurance.
Han. Mrs. George Tate. Mrs Barbara Sangster. Edna Mae
Alberta Sample, Mrs. Eliza Wilder and Tonery Mickin.
beth Hollingsworth. Mrs. Mag
Club sponsors of the affair
gie Jordan, and Mrs. Ernes were Mrs. Minnie L.
Thomas
tine Chran.
and Mrs. Mary Winters.

Shriver Meets, Advises
1st 81 Peace Corpsmen

Kinnels Have
Mrs. L. White
As Houseguest

B. J. ANDERSON

IMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME
No Money Down—Small Monthly Payments
Long or Short Financing Terms Arranged
Let U, Improve Your Horne Inside and Outsid•

NO HOME TOO SMALL

Full-Bodied
Tangy

Pop,ApplaCkla

otDWeth

No Money Needed to Start Improving or Remodeling Plan

E. C. Williams Realty Company
WH 8-1016

979 E. Mclemore Ay*.
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SJLYJ•
ierici9.C.byCooke/
ANNUAL JUBILEE AT LANE J. A. Cooke, director of Health
The Tennessee Leadership and Safety for the division.
Educational school, Young Parents and friends interestPeople Jubilee and Pastor's In- ed in scouting are invited to
stitute met at Lane college re- visit the camp Wednesday, June.
cently. The officers of adminis- 28 at the camp fire, and estration were Bishop B. Julian pecially on Thursday, June 29Smith, presiding Bishop; Rev, from 1 to 5 p.m.
William Smith, director of
Dr. W. R. Bell of Jackson,
Christian Education; Rev. J. D.
Tenn., was elected president of
Atwater, dean of Leadership the
local NAACP chapter. Dr.
Educational School and Dr. U.
Bell has been quite outstanding
Z. McKinnon, dean of Pastor's
in local and state civics affairs
Institute.
for many years. Under his dy- •
Over 300 students and pastors namic leadership, we know that
attended this workshop f rom the people of this communityvarious sections of the state of and Jackson will make progTennessee. Some of the instruc- ress by leaps and bounds. One
tors that render yeoman serv- of the purpose of this organizaice were Rev. N. Charles tion is to increase the mem...,
Thomas, Rev. John L. Gleen, ship to 2,000. We hope that this;
Rev, P. G. Hentrel, Dr. M. L. organization will continue t€
Breeding, Rev. N. L. Linsey, push ahead until freedom f o r:
Rev. J. A. Adams, G. L. Thack- every individual is assured.
er and Mit. Essle M. Perry.
Your columnist, Mrs. Anna.:'•
The purpose of this meeting L. Cooke and
daughter, Elsie,
was threefold, to develop t h e are still
vacationing in t h o
individual spiritually, mentally East. They
are expected in Chiand physically.
cago on or about June 27. AftThe Boy Scouts of the J. F. er a few
days in the Windy*
Lane Division left for camp Sat- City, they
will return to Jackurday, June 24, and will break son and
keep you informed of
camp June 30. On Sunday afternoon, June 25, all troops and t h e happening through t h e
the camp site were'inspected by weekly column — "The JackDr. I. H. Hildreth, M.D., and son Scene."
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QUALITY.'

Why Not Add To Your Home?
Extra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
Family Room * Playroom * Patio
Front or Side Porcit * Den * Larger Kitchen
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
WINDOWS — DOORS — FLOORS — SCREENS
TURN ATTICS & BASEM ENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS

The Flamingo Room was
And Mr. and Mrs. Oacik
artistically decorated when the Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Fknid
Thrifty Twelve social club held Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
a late Spring dance there last Anderson, Mrs. Annie M. Gar4
Friday night.
rett, Miss Juanita Byrd Mr.
Decorations were described and Mrs. Charles Jones, Mrs.
in this manner: "an artist with Mozella Hanna, Mrs. Lillian
a paint brush and palette could Chisun, Benny E. Mason. Miss
not have created a more beauti- Queen E. Lee, Bobby Ivory,
ful picture."
Mrs. Ethel Coleman Mr. and
Dresses worn by club mem- Mrs. Eunice Anderson, Miss
bars harmonized with colors Virginia
Rogers,
Artenchy
used in decorations. The dress- Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
as were white. And flowers Martin, Mrs. Mamie Prince,
worn by them were a pale blue. Miss Roxie McGee, Mr. and
Tables were decorated with Mrs. Bill Lynch, Mr. and Mrs.
red and white roses.
Willie Lee Rumph, Jesse L.
Music was supplied by the Owens, Mimi Rubye L. Henderclub's orchestra.
son, Johnny Taylor, Miss CynAmong those attending were: thia Smith, Dennis McNeal,
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Green; Mrs. Mary Caswell, Mrs. ElizMr. and Mrs. A. D. Parson of abeth Mitchell.
Chicago, Ill.; Miss Kaye Others attending were: C.
Crowder of Arkansas; T. H. B. Branch, Miss Jean Davis,
King of Los Angeles. Calif.; Walter Gill, Miss Litha Fields,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson, Mack Marton, Miss Evelyn
Chester Whalum, Miss Jose- Steverson, Ode Beach, Miss
phine Hobbs, James Holloway, Otha Mae Scott, Harold Kin-111
Miss Mattie Holmes, Melvin chenton, Pearten Rocket, WilDotson, Miss Meliolia Carnes, lie Yates, James Pearson, CorMrs. Mary L. Davis, Vernon ean Williams, Nelson Taylor,
Wright, Mrs. Fannie Bolden, Miss Geraldine Craven, Charlie
Charles Hunt and Mrs. Ruthie Brown. Tommy Cunningham
McCullen.
and Roy Ruffin.

Today's Carnation
gives you cheese sauce
in 3 minutes

Fashions Main
Of Tea

ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS

SAT1

'Flamingo Room Scene
For Thrifty 12 Dance

Sigma Gamma Rho sorority Lucille Tunstall, Velma Jackentertained last week with a son, Frances Hunt, M a e Dell
Come-As-You-Are dance-party, Smith, Carrie Littlejohn, Alonia
complimenting five of its re- Lyter, Samuel Goodloe, jr.,
• cent graduates from LeMoyne George Bradshaw, Raymond
Neal, Ernest Johnson, T o m• college.
Honorees were: Jeani W i 1- my Martin, John Greer, Ruby
Hams, LaRose Macklin, Shirley Washington, Ida Smith, Thom• Wilson, Georgia Bramlett, and as Elrod, Charles Cannon, Jeff
Williams.
'Clara White.
Lakeview Country club was And Clarence Carter, Minerva Boyce, Joe Miller Jones, Anthe setting for the party.
nette Whitemore, and Mary
A blue and gold theme was Ann Corpal.
carried out in the decoration Sorors, among those
either
-throughout the clubhouse. Cen- playing or kibitzing were
Mary
tering the refreshment table Riley Brooks, Ruby
Porter,
was an epergne holding yellow Johnnie Mae Baptist,
Maxine
tapers and rosebuds. A variety Robinson, Charles P.
Roland,
of party food was served. Soft Mosetta Vaughn, Rose F o r
d,
'yellow lights illuminated t h e Jeanette Carr, Eldora
Awes,
club.
Maridelle Reed, Anna Jean
Special guests among the 40 Goodloe, Lytle McKinney, MinInvited were: Juanita G a r d- nie Reed, Ritta P. Smith a n d
'tier, Sue Parham, Joyce Berry, Amanda Brown.

Clara Barton
Health Club
H

•

Be SPEASific...Always Ask for SPEAS

The secret: today's Carnation,the milk you can use like
cream-with 1/2 the fat calories, and at 1/2 the cost of cream!
ORDINARY MIlK WON'T DO! No flour, no
shortening needed when you use this
wonderful milk that has the consistency
of golden country cream. Today's Carnation is evaporated a special way that
makes it look like cream, pour like
cream, whip like cream. Even when
you mix it with an equal amount of
water, Carnation is rich, whole milk for better cooking and baking results
at far less cost than ordinary milk. For
cooking, coffee, cereals -try today's
Carnation, world's favorite by far!

RECIPE: CARNATION 3.MINUTE CHEESE SAUCE. Simmer 1%
Curls (large can) undiluted Carnation and /
1 2 teaspoon salt
over low heat to just below boii.na (1.2 minutes). Add 2 cups
(about 8 oz I grated process-type American cheese. Stir until
cheese melts (about 1 minute longer). Delicious over popped.
open baked potatoes, green vegetables, hamburgers, meat
lost—and for golden.good macaroni and cheese (below).
F4

MARCARONI & CHEESE with Carnation 3-Minute Cheese Saw:*
Mix 4 cups cooked macaroni, V, cup chopped pimiento. VA
cup chopped green pepper and 2 teaspoons dry mustard to'
gether in buttered 2.quart casserole. Pour cheese sauce over
mixture. Rake in moderate oven (350*F.) 25.30 minutes. See
other recipes on the red and white labels of today's Carnation.
.1.14m Otesemsese Came

•
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Congolese Parliament To
Spark Unification Drive

DOWN TO EARTH

Oa*
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GarilL
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B, Mrs.
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.r. and
id Mrs.
%se L.
-lender4 C3'nolcNeal,
s. Eliz-

re: C.
Davis,
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1Km
t, Wiln, CorTaylor,
Charlie
ingham

Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

LEOPOLDVILLE, The Can- regime of Antoine Gizenga 1 ci r
go — (UPI) — Parliamentary more than six months.
delegates arrived in Leopold- Observers said their release
ville Monday for the forthcom- was a further indication the t
SHADE TREE PEST
vent this defect in the future
ing session of parliament, which Gizenga's regime — recognized
CONTROL
!apply 500 lbs. calcium nihas been called- to unite t h e by the communist-bloc as the
This is the time of year trate or 250 lbs. calcium chlorwarring factions in the Congo. Congo's legitimate government
when the evidence from shade ide, broadcast and worked in
Parliament originally w a s —plans to cooperate with t h e
tree pests starts to show up. before setting.
scheduled to meet Sunday. but United Nations and LeopoldFor many disease and and in- Peach Tree Borer Control —
it was delayed because there ville authorities in unifying the
sect pests control measures are Borer is the big killer of peach
were not enough delegates on Congo.
necessary several weeks or trees, but damage can be prehand. The first session prob- The Belgians were seized Jan.
months before the damage is vented by spraying the trunks
ably will be held next Sunday 13 when they strayed across
noticeable. However, there is with Dieldrin, 6 lbs. per 100
or Monday, informed sources the border from their base in
a large group of these pests gallons, during the last week
said.
the Belgian-held trust territhat require a regular program in June; one application is efThe Congolese moved o n e tory of Ruanda-Urundi.
of control. A spray or dust ap- fective. DDT at the rate of 6
step closer to unification Sun- Twelve top
security men arplication about every two lbs, per 100 gallons is also efday night when the Congolese rived from the
U.N. headquarweeks is necessary, according is fective when applied July 1,
radio announced that Katanga ters in New York
Sunday to
best—we save both time and August 1, and September 1.
province will be integrated into supervise security
arrangements
money by preparing a spray STRAWBERRIES
the rest of the Congo on the when
parliament
meets. Tunimixture containing both an inMites increasing - -- Accordbasis of an agreement signed by sian UN troops
.secticide and fungicide.
already have
ing to observations in the field
Katanga president M oise pitched their tents
near Lova"A combination of materials, and reports coming into the, GIVES SCHOLARSHIP — list with an average of three search and business admin- like to t hank their many
Tshombe and central govern- nium university,
where the ses\, one which contains a fungicide office, mites are increasing
ment premier Joseph Deo.
oni Members of Alpha Chapter, points. She is planning to istration. Their recent pro- friends who have made the
sions
will
be
held.
and an insecticide is best—we Tennessee strawberry plants. Alpha Gamma Chi sorority become a
nurse. Alpha ject, in which they presented awards possible, and the
Another good sign was the resave both time and money by Light colored, rusty-appearing presented Miss Bar t ha Gamma members have a Little Rock dramatist. parties for patients
at Criplease of eight Belgian soldiers, Some members of parliament
preparing a spray mixture con- foliage, and even dying plants, Shields (center) with its planned a revolving scholar- made it possible for a student pled Children's hospital and
held captive by the Stanleyville have been here f o r several
taining both an insecticide and should be observed with a
days, including four f r o m
scholarship award at the ship program to incl ud
in nursing to be the recipient for the needy at Thanksfungicide.
the Oriental province ruled by
strong magnifying glass for the recent Founder's Day cele- students interested in nurs- of their award. They would giving.
Gizenga, who was vice pre"Ready prepared mixes will existence of mites on the bration held at the Petway ing. medicine, scientific reoften do a good job. Check the undersides of the leaves.
mier in the government of slain
Garden Presbyterian church.
label for contents and see if About 23% Demeton at
ex-premier Patrice Lumumba.
11/2 Miss Shields. the daughter
one or more of the following pints or 18 1/2% Kelthane
The participation of Katanat of Mrs. Rosa L. Hawkins,
materials are present.
ga delegates in parliament was
1 quart per acre are effective is a sophomore at Tuskegee
"Fungicides: (at least one control materials. Only Kel- Institute and made the dean's
one of the conditions for the reshould be present), ferbam or thane could be used during the
BERLIN — (UPI) — Jayne lease of Tshombe, who was held
captan.
Mansfield, bosomy Hollywood captive by the central Congoharvest period, allowing two
A GUIDE TO GOOD
"Insecticides: (Chewing in- days between application and
actress, touched off an anato- ! ese government for two
Z.ty
sects, at least one should be next harvest. After strawberry
my contest at Berlin's annual months.
present) DDT or methoxychlor. harvest Demeton is the prefilm festival that was con"Insecticides: (Sucking in- ferred materials.
demned Monday by West Bersects) malathion.
liners.
By
"The recommended combinaAlthough Jay ne was not
Born at John Gaston hospital Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Christion of ingredients for the all
GRACE WILLIAMS
June 10
Leroy Norman of 1434 Men- topher Westbrooks of 1840 criticized, the tendency of lesspurpose shade tree mixture is
er known actresses to take the
Rile,
Planning a picnic? of course Son. Michael. to Mr. and ager.
as follows:
spotlight away from her by I
you are! Everyone goes p i c- Mrs. Robert H. Toler of 500 Daughter„ Barbara. to Mr. Daughter, Yvonne, to Mr.
Ferbam
3 level tablesand Mrs. James M. Manghum and Mrs. Nathaniel Anthony of indiscreet means was deplored
nicking—it may be a backyard Tillman.
spoons
by most West Berliners.
Daughter. Jerlean, to Mr. of 5031 Williams.
1437 Humber.
weiner roast; a lakeside fish
DDT (50% wettable powder)
Laya Raki, a former stripfry or sandwiches in the park— and Mrs. James D. Cleaves of Son, Cedric, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Jacqueline. to Mr. tease
3 level table- CAIRO,
dancer, wriggled so
U.A.R. — (UPI) — at some time during the sum- 512 Williams.
Tommy Smith of 1728 Swift. and Mrs. Freeman Donald of
spoons
much that her skin-tight silDaughter, Beverly, to Mr. Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and 3031 Tillman cove.
alathion (50% emulsion con- A United Arab Republic mili- mer everybody goes on a picver dress split down the back
and Mrs. Lester Hudson of 1568 Mrs. Ray L. Eddins' of 3240
centrate) ...,.. 1 tablespoons tary spokesman in Damascus nic.
and she was asked to leave a
Riverside.
Democrat.
Dried Milk (as a sticker) .... said Monday an Israeli patrol Picnics are a lot of fun, but
party.
Daughter, Kinetria, to Mr.
good things, Son, Maurice, to Mr. and
1 cup
opened machine-gun fire on like so many other
"Scandal." bannered West
Mrs. Hubert Woodard of 170 and Mrs. Robert Taylor of
Water
there's danger lurking for the
1 gallon
Berlin's mass circulation news2251 Clarksdale.
three Syrian army outposts on careless
unconcerned, W. Person.
and
TOMATO
papers. They printed photo
Israeli-Syrian armistice When preparing your picnic Son, Lemeul, to Mr and Mrs. Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Blossom End Rot — This he
graphs of the actress in the
Aaron Shannon of 261 E. Vir- Raymond Scott of 2167 Lyon.
fare be sure that your hands ginia.
well-known defect is related to line at midnight.
split dress on the front pages
June 14
low soil calcium and can be He said the Syrian posts re- are clean and free from cuts Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Darnita, to Mr.
The West Berlin annual film
prevented by foliar applica- turned the fire and the Israelis and sores. Bacteria from wounds Robert J. Finley of 1778 Kerr. and Mrs. Denson Taylor of 1850
festival usually is a fa ir ly at HOME in one quick,
UNITY HOUSE, Pa. — (UPI) stodgy affair. Although the EASY APPLICATION
tion of calcium chloride at the
on the hands multiply rapidly Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr. Benson.
withdrew after 75 minutes. He
—A five-man committee was city wanted to liven it up a
rate of 4 lbs. per 100 gallons
when transmitted to food. Per- and Mrs. William C. Bond of
Daughter,
Jacqueline,
to
Mr.
said
there were no Syrian cas- sons with respiratory infections
You can have soft, naturalof water twice weekly when
and Mrs. Charlie Martin of due to report to AFL-CIO bit they did not want it this looking, straight hair the
1384 Kennedy.
safe,
defect first appears. To pre- ualties.
leaders Monday that it has fail- lively.
should not handle food either. Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. 987 Lewis.
easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
Sneezing and coughing ov er Moses Pope of 994 S. ParkSon, Percy, to Mr. and Mrs. ed to produce any quick-acting "No one has anything it yourself at home and save
food is the surest way to con- way E.
Percy Simmons of 1214 Fire- formula to halt inter-union against Jayne Mansfield dis- time and money. The easy-tofeuding.
taminate it.
June 11
playing her curves in proud follow directions assure professtone.
When packing the food be Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Vertis Son. Nathan, to Mr. and Mrs. Instead, the committee was naivete," the newspaper said sional-like results. Your hair
sure to keep it either hot or Harvey of 367 S. Third.
Alfred Bins of 691 Marble.
expected to tell the AFL-CIO "We are amused when she stays straight for months . .
cold, never-in-between. Food Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Son, Timothy. to Mr. and Executive council that it needs strains to pull in her stomach ista you comb, dress or style
that is permitted to remain at Mrs. Joe M. Brown of 865 S. Mrs. Andrew Martin of 1415 more time to devise methods to fill out her bikini better. your hair any way you wish..
room temperature is an excel- Fourth.
Rozelle.
that will heal rifts between bat- But we get angry when ca- will not go back even whim wet
ent media for bacteria growth. Daughter, Estelle, to Mr. and Son, Henderson. to Mr. and tling craft and industrial unions. reer-seeking women shady NOR WOMEN end Chlidrens
ladies and certain starlets and
It is these tiny "bugs" that en- Mrs. R. B. Nomman of 1644 Mrs. Lewis Wadley of 889 N.
Strength for long. On. holr.
The 27-man council opens its
Mansfield,
actresses of riper years use POR MEN, It•gulsr Strength for Asti,
ter into the stomach and cause Hanauer.
summer
session
at
this
unionDaughter, Linda, to Mr. and
every opportunity to display
Coarse hate.
diarrhea, cramps, headaches, June 12
Daughter. Patricia, to Mr. Mrs. John T. Minor of 3810 run resort in the Pocono Moun- their anatomy unmasked."
and nausea, symptoms of food
tains
with
little
hope
of
ending
and Mrs. Clyde Babe of 1057 Boxtown.
poisoning.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar- the internal strife now.
Foods that contain milk a n d Walker.
ence Turner of 415 N. Dunlap. Some AFL-C10 sources said
Daughter.
Adrienne,
to
Mr.
offenders.
the
worse
eggs are
and Mrs. Willie Peterson of Son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs. they fear that the turmoil
The easiest way to prepare, carFrank Hamilton of 1832 eventually may split the 13-mil705 Provine.
ry and keep eggs for picnics is
Son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs. Brooks.
lion member labor federation
in the shell.
George Wrighster of Memphis. Daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and with a showdown coming at the
In the unbroken shell hardMrs.
Daughter. Cheryl, to Mr.
Donald Horton of 234 Ay- AFL-CIO convention next Decooked eggs keep for hours and Mrs. Heina Christian of ers.
cember.
without refrigeration, thanks to 844 J. Walker st.
Son. Jesse, to Mr. and Mrs.
COMPLETE
the protection of the shell and Son, Carlis. to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Payne of 934 Speed. MERGER TO STAND
1365 Thomas
'1"WITH NEUTRALIZER
the filmy lining underneath. Rayford Jefferson of 1350 Ray- Son, Erwin, to Mr. and Mrs. Other union sources claim
For the Best $ri Hoer '' ng to Mal.
I I lir! MT $1 q; 1 , 11, 1;0
But if you plan to use stuffed burn.
Lenal Anderson of 1387 Breed- that jurisdictional disputes have
You Beautiful
eggs or eggs in a salad, it is Daughter, Delecia. to Mr. love.
been going on ever since unions
MONEY-RACK GUARANTEE
For Appointment Call:
best to keep them cold from the and Mrs. Tommy Williams of June 15
were established and would not
in every package
I time they are shelled until they 1139 Texas.
JA 6-1576
Daughter, Evelyn to Mr. and break up the 5 1-2 year old
are served. In fact, it is a good Son, Levoris, to Mr. and Mrs. Ephriarn Moore of 959 merger.
idea to have all salad ingredi- Mrs. Sam Johnson of 957 D. Cohoma.
AFL-CIO President George
ents chilled before mixing and Lenow Mall.
Son, Wren, to Mr. and Mrs. Meany assigned the five-m a n
then keep it refrigerated until Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and Eddie Goodall of 2707 Enter- panel, headed by
machinists'
it is served.
Mrs. Raymond Jones of 951 N. prise.
union president Al J. Hayes, to
INDUCTED INTO AKA — Hilda Straker and Beatrice
Fresh milk should be kept Second st., No. 8.
Daughter, Gail, to Mr. and renew its efforts to
seek soluMiu Lorraine E. Go ssi n. Parrish, Liebria W.A. in the cold for safety and palatability. Daughter, Francine. to Mr. Mrs. George H. Johnson of
tions to increasing conflict over
Ilikraduate of LeMoyne col- first induction held by Tau And, it stands to reason that the and Mrs. Steve Hines of 3361 1426 Stonewall,
job rights.
Son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
lege and New York univer- Omega in almost a decade. carton in which milk is bought Margaretta H.
sity, was inducted into the Miss Gossin later sang at the is the safest container for stor- Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and Lucious L. Golden of 5786 Win- The absence of auto workers'
chief Walter P. Reuther, busy
New York Alpha Kappa Al- closing luncheon at which ing it. Before the milk is refrig- Mrs. George White of 566 Har- chester.
Daughter, Nezer, to Mr. and in Detroit preparing for the
pha sorority Tau Orn ega the Supreme Basileus Mar- erated t h e bottle or carton rell.
Son. George, to Mr. and Mrs. Woodrcrw Kimble of 2248 start of negotiations with b i g
chapter and dubbed Greek jorie Parker of Washington, should be rinsed to remove any
three car producers, made it
Neophyte of the Year. The D. C. was guest speaker, ac- dirt that may be adhering to it. Mrs. George Scott of 907 S. Howell.
Twin daughters, Susan and apparent that no agreement
former Memphis belle teach- companied by pianist-com- So to keep milk safe and to Fourth, No. 112.
er and singer took her vows poser Margaret Bond. (Bru- preserve its nutritive value we Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and Sarah, to Mr. and Mrs. B. C. was in sight.
Ironically, the sessions are
and degrees along with Dr. no photo)
should follow the rule of "3 Mrs. John Hazle of 1628 Penn- Cooper of 569 McFarland.
June 16
being held at the summer camp
C's" and a "D." That is, keep sylvania.
Daughter, Rita to Mr. and of the International Ladies'
it clean, cold, covered and dark. Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and
Refreshing Liftl
Washington of 601 Mrs. Leon Moody of 2517 Van- Garment Workers Union, which
For more information on pic- Mrs. Tony
dale.
is called "Unity House."
St. Paul.
nics and outdoor eating send
June 13
for our free booklet "Picnic
Daughter. Anna. to Mr. and
Fare For Anywhere." Write to Mrs. Sammie Johnson of 643
the Memphis Dairy Council, 135 Hastings.
No. Pauline, Memphis, Tenn.
Son, Michael to Mr. and
"A Guide To Good Eating" is Mrs. Lonzo Henderson of 3043
a service provided for the read- Andy.
ers of the Tri-State Defender Daughter, Emma, to Mr. and
through the cooperation of t h e Mrs. Curtis Jones of 265 E.
World's largest Selling Air Conditioner
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. Trigg.
Williams is a teacher of Home Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Economics at Manassas High James L. Gleeton of 336 Gas-)
1. Must have a car
Larry Risby
School.
ton.
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Say Israeli Fired
On Syrian Outpost
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Seek End To
Union Feuds

STRAIGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

VISIT

Friendly Beauty
Salon

GO BYBUS
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• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

"ii11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

BUTTERMILK

VISIT CURRIE'S
CELL'

Jropicann,a

2. Must be a go-getter

1
SHEARIN'S
SUPERETTE

1331 THOMAS
Featuring:
"The Finest Food The South Has To OffPf"

LIVE MUSIC
•

JA 6-9949

3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS

FRUIT

VEGETABLES

Says,
"Call Me At

BR 6-3986
Will Install
Today."

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.

Only Fodder: has M.S.U.
(More Satisfied Use,$)

NO MONEY DOWN
Up To 36 Mo. To Pay-1st Payment July 201h—towel, Term
Yes, We Handle Unit, Wiring and Inst. On One Easy Plan

JOHNSON

1204 E. Broadway

FOR YOUR DINING AND DANCING PLEASURf
For Reservations Call:
Mr. and Mrs. John Currie, Proprietors

MEATS 1

GROCERIES

FEDDERS

POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
931 S Cooper At Young

BR 4-0111
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DEFENDER

Iles Piano
Students In
Spring Show

SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1961

NE Calls For
Confab On The
Negro In Labor

The piano students of
Charles R. Iles, Sr., were presented in their annual Spring
recital on Monday, June 12,
at 7 p.m. at the Roger Williams Hall of Owen college.
The auditorium's stage was
decorated with two baskets of
pink glad io I us and baby
breath.
Appearing on program were
.Phyllis Atwater, Bertha Atwater, Dorothy Jean Allen,
Donna Jewel Abernathy, Deborah Brown, Joanna Brown,
Joyce Branch, Barbara A.
Duncan, Rachel L. Duncan,
Clarice Lynn e tt e Gordon,
Sherman Helton, Helen Hel.ton, James Jeffrey, Barbara
Lewis, Sandra Kelley, Vickie
D. Marshall, Bert ha Jean
Newman. Mary Elizabeth Robinson, Dorothy Sutton, Lynne
Millicent Ulen, Patsy Veasey,
Issaac White, Arletha Wade,
Lillian Wade, Barry Wright.

Negro leaders are called upon to consult in conference
with the members of the National Executive Board of the
Negro American Labor Council on the state of the race job
bias crisis among the black
laboring
masses
in
trade
unions, industry and government in the headquarters of
he Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, 217 W. 125th st.,
New York City, Saturday, July
1, 11 a.m., announced A. Philip
Randolph, president of the
NALC.
This conference was originally scheduled to be held in
Washington, D. C., but has
been changed to New York
City.
"The purpose of the conference is to assess, evaluate
and explore programs to achieve the unity of the Negro
trade unionists and the Negro
FAMILY REUNION — Dr. granddaughter, Miss Lily
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, the
community successfully to meet
G. W. Stanley Ish, Sr., of Patricia Walker, who was former Miss Harriette Tab:
and grapple with this job bias
Little Rock, Ark., is seen married to Harold Roulhac Dr. Ish, sr.; Miss Lucille lab
crisis," stated Randolph.
with his four children in a Shaw on June 17, in a cere- of Chicago, Ill., and Dr. Jeffamily reunion, at one of mony of nation-wide impor- ferson G. lab of Rockford,
He added, "with 20 per cent
of Negro workers unemployed
the many brilliant parties tance. Seen left to right are
as against a national unemwhic h complimented his Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, jr.;
SUNDAY BRU NCH pro- imagination and a mood of booklet, "You're Entertainployment rate of 7 per cent, it
vides fun entertainment for gracious hospitality. Phoning ing." published by the Home
is
'obvious
that
the
black
laborother reasonable home imteens. It is a fun way for the several days ahead is the
Service Center of Scott Paing
masses
are
in
. WASHINGTON—(UPI) — The
trouble
and
provements.
young hostess to entertain simplest way to handle invi- per company, offers invaluwhen
they
are
in
census bureau reported that the
trouble,
the
Whatever the cost involved,
and
whatever
the
budget,
tations
for
this type of inable tips on every detail of
number of divorced persons in
the basic question is will the Negro community, and all of she can set the same with formal get-together.
A new party planning.
the United States increased by
Improvement be worth the its institutions are in trouble."
98.3 per cent between 1950 and
It will also discuss ways and
cost?
ments over states rights a n d
1960.
Many home improvement means of strengthening the
responsibilities
were
It said there wer 3,152,320
other
contractors confidentially as- great crusade of the Freedom
divorced persons in 1960. There
sure you that this job will add Riders, concluded the leader of
items on the agenda.
was an increase of 33.5 per cent
twice its cost to the value of NALC.
Away from their news conin the number of women divorc•
your h o m e. Unfortunately,
ferences, governors seemed to
ed and not remarried, and a
such advice frequently is as for purely social reasons, check
be giving less attention than
rise of 21.6 per cent in the num
unreliable as it is easy to get. with a broker and he could adHONOLULU — (UPI)—Gov. mentally ill, federal aid for usual in this noncolitical year
her of divorced men.
WILL IT PAY TO FIX UP
Here are case histories of Do not believe that houses vise you if fixing up would
THE HOUSE?
three families, each in a fi- and parts of house have ab- help you to sell your house bet- Stephen L. R. McNichols of Col- education and perennial argu- to politics.
orado asked his fellow goverIf you have been thinking nancial dilemma that may be solute values. Just because one ter.
GETS NEW ASSIGNMENT
house sold for $12,000 does not A true case
about remodeling, expanding, all to familiar to you.
known to most of nors to fit a teacher exchange
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — sprucing up to sell or any gen- CLOSE QUARTERS
mean yours will too even if us in the Real
program for Latin America into
Estate profesWilliam Bloom, who currently eral repair to the house read The family with the problem built exactly alike. So you add- sion happened right
here in President Kennedy's alliance
is producing "The Tiger this.
of inner space. The three bed- ed another bath, now you are our town. Briefly, a widow the for progress.
Among Us," has been signed Will fixing up the house be room house they bought when led to believe the value has proud owner of
three houses As chairman of the National
by Columbia Pictures to pro- worth the cost? Will you spend the children were small was gone up. Take for instance a which were her sole
support Governors Conference, he also
duce the comedy "Man From wisely or foolishly? What are quite allright then. Now that '59 Chevrolet car. If you tried was told to improve
her called for the federal, state and
you up against?
the Diner's Club."
the children are nearing their to sell it you could go from houses and she could automa- local governments to unite in a
teens space seems to be a place to place doing so, but not tically go up on the rent. She great national effort to c u r
probleni: They want and de- a house. A house is quite dif- improved and went up on the the "growing cancer" of juveserve the privacy of rooms of ferent. much of its value is in rent like the contractor said nile delinquency.
puce ot
their own. No doubt about this its location. Even the position she would, but the rent and all
McNichols gave these t w
home delivered family needs a four bedroom of your house on the corner the gifts could not pay
for the projects top priority in his remdk
'house. The question is, should can affect its value.
vast improvements.
port prepared for the opening
they expand, add another room, And because houses are sta- So she lost all three
houses business session of the 53rd antionary, the market for any paror
move
to
another,
larger
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
ticular house is much smaller for over improvements and nual meeting of the governors:
house?
than for a car. There is no mar- listening to unsound advice. conference.
The second case: Obsolescket at all for your house ex- Know the man whose advice The governors assembled tor
ence.
11.1111
cept among the select group you seek. There are some sharp their first meeting in the 50th
I am sure you have heard that wishes to live in that spe- operators in the improvement
the expression "We have a cial house, on the lot, in business whose advice is main- state in the Royal Hawaiian hoel. State programs for t h e
wonderful house but my liv- that block, on that street, in ly self-interest.
ing room is too small, or the that neighborhood.
NEXT WEEK: ORCHID
1
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI)
place suits my needs but—." So put this down as a guid- HOMES by COOPER
— A good-looking, masked
Here is an example. This ing principle. Like the second
blonde showgirl has entered the
family needs are not so ur- case mentioned (rooms too
Miss Nevada beauty contest as
gent. They have enough space. small) spend whatever you DAVIS IS HOUSEGUEST
William Davis of Staten "Miss X" because she doesn't
But the kitchen is a daily thorn want and can afford. You will
•. PI.....
••!.•
in the Mrs. side. It is just too be adding to your house and Island, N.Y., was the house- want her boyfriend to recogguest of Mr. and Mrs. Willie nize her.
It needs redecorating. There to your own enjoyment.
4a111:4": s't 7
.4
no automatic washing ma- In recalling the first case James Joy, 1998 Dianne Cir- "I'm only worried about one
thing," she said. "My boyfriend
.
/1
ne connection, she must use cited, the family that needed cle, last week.
...... • •••.
•
.....
•
Davis is a special officer might recognize my birthmark
• sr means on washdays. The more space for their teenage
265 E. Mclemore
WH 2-9251
*chen is inconveniently ar- children and the issue is with the New York City police In the photograph I took for the
seed and looks a bit old- whether to build another room department. During his visit newspapers."
sinned. It always has been. or move to a different, or larg- here he was entertained by The birthmark is located
sold it be smart to spend er house. Adding space to an Miss Jacqueline Joy, student slightly to the right of her left
LEMON
CHOCOLATE
COCONUT
s00 or so just to redo the existing structure almost al- nurse of Tuskegee. Ala., and knee and is about the size of a
VANUA
CARMEL
PLAIN
pinhead.
• hen?
ways cost more than creating by Irby Cox.
•••
,1•••••
•.•••••
1111•0,
—1
The next case is fixing up the space in a new structure.
sse for the purpose of sellIn other words, a three bedroom with a fourth bedroom
WITH THIS COUPON
This man is due for a trans- added later invariably will be
and
and he feels to improve more expensive than a house'
s sl help it sell better or fast- with the extra space already
PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
added. In other words it would
— —J
—
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
There are many other cases be advisable for this family to
Special Rates to Clubs, Churches
and similarities such as should seek a larger place or if they
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
we finish off the basement, add should add a room it would res,
. 111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1101111111111111P another bath, build a bedroom be the most
economical course
rss. in the attic, invest in central air open to them.
ie conditioning, inclose an open
For the family about to be
I give you seldom foiling advice upon matters of life, such es
and personally arranged for
porch, or any of a score of transferred or wishes to move'
eourtship, marriage, divorce, law suits, speculation and transactions of
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy please :
7
ell
kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy
Old Crow to be sent to his
Pay him promptly.
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MIDWEST MILK
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AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

OLD
CROW

DO-NUT SHOP

FREE DONUTS with Coupon Below

•

America's Preferred Bourbon

/
1
2 DOZEN FREE

MADAM DONNA

Henry Clay did...

Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

He is a young merchant who owns and operates nis
own business as such he has his obligation o ,n0e, It
you don't nave your money ready - if you ask him to
wait for his cash - you olace a great hardship on him

IDEALLY LOCATED FOR ANY BUSINESS

Unless he pays promptly for his papers. ne will lose
opportunity to earn liberal profits. Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training And the Defender's .egular
visits to your home would be interrupted

* Air Conditioned
* Parking Area
*General Secretarial Service
* Janitorial Service

OFFICES FOR RENT

his

PLEASL

*First Floor or Second Floor

PAY HIM PROMPTLY

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

marriages. Overcome •nernles, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, numbling blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of sorrow end trouble. ood dart you on th• pelt to happiness and prosperity There is no
heart so sod or home on dreary that I cannot bring It sunshine; in fact,
no mother what may be your hope, fear or ambition, 1 guarantsw to tell
it all before you utter a word to me and after I am finished. If you are
not absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim above,
then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN & WHITE TRAILER
WITH TWO LARGE BLACK HANDS-5 miles north of Millington on
Highway 51 H. a Hon& Grocery. DO NOT IIE MISLED IV ANY
OTHER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.

Washington home.

Light• Mild 090 Proof

Hours ors 9 am. to 9 p.m. Doily and Sunday Tuesday Is my day offl

THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY, FRANKFORT, KY.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF

E. C. WILLIAMS REALTY CO.
979 EAST McLEMORE
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RACING SEASON STARTS
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 13
POST TIME - 7:45 P.M.
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MATINEE RACES
Starting Saturday July 1
1:30 p.m Post Time
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church, The Les Vingt Anne*
TRUSSVILLE
Mr. DeRoy Kyle visited relaclub, Jefferson County EducaBy I.. R. MEYERS
tives in Gary, Ind., and Cleve- Children's Day was held at Here is hoping that all of
American
Association,
you Dads had a wonderful Obesequies for Fletcher Wal- tion
land. Ohio, recently. Harry Main Street Baptist church last
Day. As for yours drop, 72, who died suddenly Teachers Association and t h •
Father's
Kyle of St. Louis. Mo., spent Sunday. Sermon by Rev. Cow- truly, we had a wonderful
while attending church last National Education Association.
several days with his mother, hers, assistant passor. Music by time as the family won one of Sunday were held last Sunday She is also a registered voter.
Mrs. Molly Kyle and Mr. and Children's Choir at 11 a.m. Also the third place prizes for Dads at Liberty Baptist church in Recently Dr. I. F. Simmons,
Mrs. DeRoy Kyle. Mr, and Mrs. young peoples choir. Boy Scout in the Denver Post. Yes, I am Pinson. Rev. W. M. Smith of- superintendent of Jefferson
Walter Kyle were Mother's Troop No. 549 worshipped as one of the many proud fathers. ficiated. Mr. Waldrop was a
County School; Dr. E. P a u 1
Day guests of Mr. and Mrs. a unit. Andrew Hamilton lead- In the field of entertain- long time deacon of the church.
er.
ment, Harry Belafonte, cur- Interment was held at Zion Jones, director, Division of NeDeroy Kyle.
The Weddington Singers of rently described as "the hottest City with Smith and Gaston gro Education; Mrs. Julia J.
One of the most delightful
Chicago gave a religious play thing in show business." will Funeral Directors in charge. Travis, third grade teacher at
events of the season was a
premiere his new production Survivors include his widow, Jefferson County and little
testimonial banquet sponsored last Wednesday.
pastor. Mount at the world famous Brood- two brothers, three sisters and Miss Charlene Beverly gave
by the Parents-Teachers asso- Rev. Wesby,
Hotel's new International a host of other relatives and recognition of Mrs. Brown's reciation of Dunbar elementary Olive Church of God in Christ moor
tirement.
Center July 5-6-7. His com- friends.
school honoring the principal, had a rally last Sunday.
includes 22 performers Rev. L. J. Washington, pas- Others doing honors were
Mrs. Monette E. Vaughn, who Mrs. Gertrude Watson of Chi- pany
plus an accompanying 15 piece tor of St. Paul AME church of Muscoda School, St. John Indeis retiring from the teaching cago visited here last week.
Belafonte and com- East Lake was guest speaker pendent Methodist church, Les
profession after 36 years of Daniel Harding, jr., of Chica- orchestra.
pany will launch the Broad- last Sunday at Mt. Canaan Vingt Amies club and
service in the schools of Alex- go and Griffin Cockrell of Elgin
other ormoor's International Center's Baptist church.
ganizations and friends. S h e
ander County. Thirty-one of visited their aunts, Mrs. Ada
season of entertainment.
Services held at New Bethel plans to pursue some worththose years were spent in the L. Carnor and Mrs. Ida Swaine first
Miss Zola Elaine Mc- church last Sunday were highDunbar school system. The last week.
Willie ly enjoyed. Several visitors while activities in the future.
Mrs. Bessie Rhodes is on the Donald and Alc.
past eighteen years were servwed
Spann
May were in attendance. Rev. M. L. Rev. H. Turner, pastor of First
were
ed as principal of the school sick list.
26 at Payne Chapel Robinson is minister.
Baptist is conducting a very sucThe affair was very efficiently
Mrs. Stella Jones of Los Anchurch, the Rev. E. D.
cessful revival service at the
conducted by Mrs. Geneva, the geles is visiting relatives here. AME
Chapelle performed the cere- DOTHAN
New Antioch Baptist church
PARENTS' COUNCIL PA- ty," which was • highlight of abeth Sewell and Dr. R o y general chairman, who proved She is guest of Mrs. Lillian mony and was assisted by the
Mrs. Lorene Lee is work- where Rev. E. L. Wilson, Sr., is
hostess.
charming
very
to
be
a
Bridgeford,
her
daughter.
Na•
•
mmoderator.
the
all
m
Lim,
meeting
of
NEL — Mrs. Susie W. Jones. the annual
Rev. R. J. Paul. The bride is ing at the community center as pastor.
director of admissions. makes tional Council of Bennett Par- berg of the faculty a n d Other honored guests were the Mr. and Mrs. Torrence Paly the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
recreational director during the Mrs. Laura Smith is
pupils,
eighth
Lenora
grade
attended
her
granddaughter's,
back in
St.
Edwards.
recent
of
Misses Beryl
a point during panel discus• ents held during the
John McDonald of 741 North summer.
Lathan,
Juanita
Jarvis,
Mariah
Patricia
the city from Montgomery, Ala.
E.
Williams,
graduation.
Roslyn
Smith,
Lucre,
BWI:
sion of the topic, "The Grad- commencement s•aso n.
Spruce.
is
toe
The
bridegroom
conference
quarterly
Third
Lathan, Mildred
uate Faces thii Challenge of Others left to right, are Miss of Princeton, W. Va., a n d Michael Ray
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank was held at Cherry St. AME where she attended the WomFloretta Oats, Patricia Lane
CAIRO
the Larger World Communi- Charlotte Alston, Dr. M. Ella. Danlette Brooks. of Monrovia,
Spann sr., of St. Louis, Mo. church with Rev. R. A. Daly en's State convention.
SimSpears, and Mary Lee
By DAN CLARK
Liberia, student members.
Baskets of pink carnations and in charge.
The sick are: Ed Shipp, Artie
following
gradthe
mons; and
Mrs. Delia Hale is convales- lavender gladiola and pink
Missionary meeting King, Mrs. Sallie M. Hall, HerArea
uates of the Alexander County cing from a recent
•
•
attack of in- candles in silver candelabra will be held soon at Cherry bert Simmons, Junius Allen,
Central high school of Tainms, fluenza.
Master Lester Everett formed the setting for the cere- AME church with Mrs. I. H Johnnie Chambliss
and M r s.
Ill.: Misses Hattie Beatrice
Smith of Ottawa, Ill., is visit- mony. Candles were also plac- Banner directing. All mission- Fannie Forman.
Smith,
Marie
Geraldine
Jarvis,
JACKSON
,in Elmwood cemetery. Sur- STARKVILLE
ing with his aunt Beverly Wade ed in the windows. Miss Doro- aries of the Southern ConferJewel Spears, and Mr. HayMrs. Effie Currie of Mem- vivora include one sister, Mrs.
on Division at
thy Ann Spann at the organ, ence are expected to be presward Bethel of Sandusky, Ill.
By FANNIE MOORE
phis, Tenn., was a recent visi- Daisy Morgan Dilliard on East
Mrs. Clarets Blanks is the played traditional selections, ent.
ADAMSVILLE
was
very
The
Improgram
tor in the home of her sister and Lafayette st.; two brothers, Mr. David I. Self, died Sathouseguest of Mrs. Bennie Mc- and accompanied Mrs. Claudia
Miss Jackie B. Lee w a s By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
being
pressive
rendwith
solos
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Messrs. Willie Morgan of urday, June 10th after a long
Morgan, who sang "Because." crowned Miss Junior Federaered by Miss Marie J. Spears Gowan on 23rd at.
Willis Young and their daugh- Medon and Earmst Morgan of illness. He is survived by his
"Ave Maria," "Panis angeli- tion at the annual federation
Mrs. Lillie Mincy, Mrs. Joaie
Arnetta Trotter, with Mrs. Carrie Jones has just
and
Mrs.
ter, Mrs. 011ie McLemore at Jackson.
wife, Mrs. Patti W. Self, five Mrs. Lulu C. Chambliss of returned from East St. Louis cus" and "Whither thou Goest." session held at Tuscaloosa re- Russell and Mr. and Mrs. Col310 Eureka at. Mrs. Currie was Services for Mrs. Lizzie children, Mrs. Mary Ella JefThe bride is a graduate of Pal- cently.
ston are still on the sick list.
Cairo, Ill., serving as accomp- where she attended a workshop
mer High school and Colorado The Billups children are at
recipient of many social cour- Snipes were held recently at ferson, and Mrs. Rachel ElizaMrs. Willie M. McDaniel is
anist. Mrs. Vaughn was es- in Religious Training by the
tesies during her stay in Jack- St. John Baptist No. 2; the beth Robinson of Starkville,
corted to her position at the CME church. Mrs. Pearl Ram- College of Cosmetology. The home for the summer. They convalescing in her home after
son.
bridegroom, is a graduate of attend Knoxville college.
Rev. Nelson officiating. Rogers Mr. David Cornelious Self of very beautiful banquet table sey, commonly
returning from Holy Family
known as
hospital.
Little Miss Luetrica Taylor, funeral home of Brownville, in Clarksdale, Mr. Ray Yeates by one of the eighth grade "Mama Skeeter" passed away Sumner High school of St.
Louis
and is currently a memSelf, Corinth, Mr. Louis Self, graduates, Michael Ray Lathan. at Southeast, Mo. hospital after
BESSEMER
Annual Men's Day was obdaughter of Mr. ano Mrs. Allen charge.
ber
of
the
U. S. Air Force at
Mr. The testimonials given by an illness of 24 hours.
served at Mt. Carmel CME
By G. W. IVEY
Taylor of 215 Madison st., is Appreciation services were Saginaw, Mich., and
Funeral Peterson Field.
After honeythe pride and joy of her par- held for the Rev. R. L. Lanier Henry Washington Self of the the many friends, former stu- services were held from First
Brown church, Sunday, June 18. Sunmooning in Chicago and St. Mrs. Maggie Barbee
day school was conducted by
ents' hearts. Luetrica is only for his 17 years as pastor of the U. S. Army.
dents, relatives, colleagues and Central Baptist church. R e v.
has retired from teaching after
Louis
the
couple
will
reside at
Supt. Frank Pate. Eleven
3 months old, but has begun J. P. Baptist church and comserving more than 50 years in
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus representatives of the two Vaughn officiating.
9
1-2
Iowa
at.
o'clock service was conducted
to crawl around the house and munity. The Revs. T. Grimes Wynn and Mr. Adolphus graduating classes were very
Mr. Enix Mason, Sr., is a pathe class room. She is a native
Notice
please
!!!
if
you
by the pastor, Rev. A. W.
and C. H. Murphy and their Wynn, jr., left Thursday for heartwarming Many
is into everything.
very tient in the V.A. hospital in
have news, church, social, etc. of Athens, Ala., where she at- Montgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Walk- congaregations were special Colorado Springs, Colo., where beautiful gifts. were presented Marion. M r s. Lottie Leech
tended Trinity Normal School.
of
er and their seven lovely chil- guests. The Rev. Montgomery they will spend their vacation to Mrs. Vaughn. A very 22nd at., is visiting her son
Mrs. Brown graduated from
and
dren of San Francisco, Calif., of Jackson, served as master of with their son and daughter- beautiful corsage was pinned his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Fisk university. Since then she
Emeral
were recent guests in the home ceremonies. Dinner was served in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie on her by her husband, Mr. Leech, in Shreveport,
has attended Hampton InstiLa.
WAVERLY
of Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie Pat- on the grounds and everyone Pepper Wynn.
Roy Vaughn. Some of the outMiss Madeline, formerly of
tute, Tuskegee; Chicago Normal BONITA
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
terson at 114 Carson st. The was filled to his or her satisof-town guests were: Mr. Cairo, but n o w
attending Rev. and Mrs. Isaac Ewing Miles College and Indiana UniBy J. H. FORT
Californians were royally en- faction, both physically and
James Deal of Murphysboro, Teachers
College in St. LOUIS, of Salters Chapel AME Metho- versity. She received her A.B.
tertained and expressed a very spiritually. The choir of the HOLLY SPRINGS
Ill., Rev. J. G. Hopkins of is visiting
her grandmother, dist church left for Indiana- degree at Ala. State Teachers Funeral services for Mrs.
conferquarterly
third
The
rendered
a
church
pleasant visit.
musical proVilla Ridge, Ill., Mrs. Helen Mrs.
Jones, on 23rd st.
ence was held last Sunday
polis, Ind., to attend the Bis- College and is now a student Annie M. Price, wife of Mr.
A "White Dress Pageant" gram that nite dedicated to the after service. Elder W. C. Davis of Tamms, Ill., Miss Mr. Leonard Gregory
of Ty- hops Council meeting. Also at Divers-Hayden Music Studio. Louis Price were held at
pastor.
The
occasion
was
on
Mrs.
Corene
Lillie
0.
Brown,
which was very elaborately
ler,
Texas,
is
Armstrong delivered a power- Hall, Miss Mattie V. Williams,
visiting his moth- Mrs. Ella Smith and Mrs. Mary Mrs. Brown is a member of St. Likhtwood Baptist church.
planned and carried out to per- June 18, 1961. Rev. R. L. Laful message to a large audience. Rev. P. J. Gooch, Mr. J. R. er, Mrs. Genie Green, on 19th Cowen.
John Independent Methodist
efillie and Rubber Casey
fection at Christ Temple church nier, pastor in charge and Sisat,
Boyd
Henry
S.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr C. Yates'. son-in-law
were here to visit their parStokes. County Superintendent
(Holiness) last week, with Mrs. ter Lucile Roby, church clerk.
Mrs.
marrithe
announce
Willie
to
wish
D. Snowden is and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Tresvant
Jeffye B. Hearnton of Greater A special Father's Day serv- age of their daughter, Miss of Schools, Mrs. Grace H. visiting her
mother and her Robert Collier of our city went
Casey, recently.
Bethel AME church serving as ice was held at Mt. Pleasant Jeanette Boyd to Tyro Sey- Duff, Assistant County Super- three
sisters: Mrs. Learline to Nashville to visit Mr. Yate's
CORDELE
intendent of Schools, Mrs. Corguest speaker. The Rev. E. CME church on June 18, 1961.
Funeral for Mrs. Andrew
wedding
Jones,
The
of
Biloxi.
mour
Mrs.
Aslly Ann Rowlins daughter, Mrs. Betty Gardner,
By RENA LOCKETT
della Smith and friend, Mrs.
Calloway is the very efficient Rev. Marcell Thomas and his took place June 6, 1961.
Williams was held at St. Luke
Dixie Ryal all of Cairo, Ill., and and Mrs. Adeline Jones. She who is ill.
pastor. All of the participants members, along with Sand Hill
Mr. and Mr.. Eddie Pryor at- Baptist church.
Baptist church and its members Little Norman Boyd, grand- Mrs. Vaughn's uncle, Mr. Ro- will leave here for Los Angeles, Others on the sick list in- tended services at Cedar Spring
played their parts well.
Calif., to visit friends.
clude Frank Spicer, Mrs. Ruth
St. Joseph AME church held
The Rev. Leroy Freeman and were guests at the 2:30 p.m. son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry man Holmes of Chicago, Ill.
Spicer, Hudie Lomax and Lola Baptist church, Paling, Ga. the its third quarterly conference
his congregation of Browns hour. A great fellowship was Boyd died in North Missis- Numerous other guests were
first Sunday.
Spicer.
COLP
here,
recently. Rev. and Mrs.
Chapel church were guests at experienced. Rev. C. E. Win- sippi hospital. He was buried present. The service was very
Mrs. Zeffie Letson of Hen- John Jackson
NEWBERN
By ANNA BILLINGSLY
and Mr. and
elaborate. The food was donatin Cottrell cemetery.
Wesley Methodist church on frey, pastor.
derson, Ga., attended the dis- Mrs. C. Jackson were here.
C.
last Sunday at 3 p.m. The Rev. Services for Mrs. Sara Ade- Rev. Lindsey, pastor of As- ed by members of the P.T.A., Rev. Ruth Ferguson has retrict meeting at the Beautiful C. Dentzler was elected marBy
ARCHIE
turned
WOODS
home
from Philadelphea
WM. L. Easley is pastor. The laid Crymes were held Sunday bury delivered a powerful ser- numerous friends in the comBaptist church. While in shall and J. H. Forts and Eumunity, the Lincoln Bakery where she attended her grand- Ned Haskins Wyatt of Ind- Zion
fellowship was great at this at 2 p.m. at Lane Chapel CME mon last Sunday.
with
his the city, she was over night nice Penn were elected reof Evansville, Ind., and the daughter's graduation exer- ianapolis visited
meeting.
church, the Revs. A. E. Freeguest of Mrs. Rena Lockett.
porters.
Mrs. Marie M. Penn of this man and E. L. Cummings of- Children's day was held at New Era Dairy of Carbondale, cises. Two other grandchildren mother, Mrs. Gracie Wyatt
Mrs. Josie Pryor, Mrs. Sucity was guest speaker at ficiating. Burial was in the at Providence last Sunday. Ill. The Lincoln Bakery donat- also graduated. En route home, last week.
ed a beautifully decorated Rev. Ferguson stopped in Chi- Mrs. Bessie Watkins return- sie Gaines, Mrs. Lucy Poole
Capers Memorial CME church, church cemetery with Bledsoe Rev. Macky is pastor.
cake honoring 36 years of serv- cago to visit her son, Howard ed home last week from Tole- and Mrs. Josie Black attended
Nashville, Tenn., Sunday, June funeral home in charge. Surdo, Ohio where she attended services at Coney, Ga., last Sunice. Ice cream was donated by Fuller and family.
25, 1961 at 11 a.m. on the oc- vivors include four daughters, GOODMAN
day.
the New Era Dairy. The Shaffer Chapel AME church her son's funeral.
casion of their Annual Worn- six sons, one sister. 54 grandBy P. BILLINGSLEA
eighth grade certificates were sent three delegates to the Rev. P. E. Coleman was din- Mr. Toombs Dennard of New
en's Day observance. Mrs. children and 30 great grandprograms presented by the county super- Springfield AME District Re- ner guest of Mrs. Mary Brown York City is visiting his moth- FOR SALE MISO
Children's Day
Penn, presently is Dean of children.
H. treat which was held at Metro- and her daughter, Tennie, last er, Mrs. Ella Holden who is ill.
Women at Lane college; she Friends interested in the re- held at churches here last intendent, Mrs. Grace
ATTENTION I I
Mr. and Mrs. John Staley
is a graduate of Lane college cent illness of Mrs. Hattie Bal- week were very beautiful. Duff. Some of the friends of polis, Ill. The delegates were Sunday.
Investor Lodges, Churches,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mays of spent last weekend with h e r
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Harring- Future City, Ill., Mesdames Carolyn Oden, Nina M. Meeks
and has done further study at lard who spent 2 weeks at
Others
Brentwood, Mies., left last sister, Mrs. Isabelle Blocker in
IN•ElITIOATS POSSIBILITIES
Chicago and Northwestern uni- Jackson - Madison County hos- ton and daughter, Kate have Elizabeth Mason, a classmate and Wrophus Meeks.
Mod. 9 unit Motel, TWO as
Monday
for
their
home
their
after
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Billingsof Mrs. Vaughn, Lillie B. Phelps
Homes, II Shady sores. WestTifton, Ga.
versities as well as at the Uni- pital, will be glad to know returned after
visiting here with his aunt, Mrs. Honey B. Vance has re- field, Wise
versity of California where that she is at home again and children in Waterloo, Iowa. and Barbara Mason, could not ly and Mrs. Georgia Baker,
A SHANGRI-LA
Mrs.
Meddie
Bell
Jones
was
and
Wright
Stella
district
be present at the banquet but
president of the stewturned home from Miami and
she received her Master's De- resting comfortably at this writ- Also Miss
Per Sportsman, Vacationer.
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Nora
Others
Sarasota, Ga. where she visited
gree in counseling and guid- ing. Friends are praying and there with her brother, Jessie expressed their congratulations ardess board also attended the
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and brought gifts in the after- Retreat. Presiding Elder, Rev. Wiggians.
ance this summer. Mr. Penn is hoping for continued recovery. Wright.
her children.
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Word
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has
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Emory
Davis
noon.
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also brought gifts
was very pleased
an active member of St. Paul Mrs. Sue Crowley on South
Mrs. Bessie Pickens has also
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that Mrs. Minnie Barnhill is Mrs. Josie Pryor, Mrs. Lucy
CME church, Jackson, Tenn., Cumberland at., continues very returned home. She visited her from the Shiloh Baptist church with Colp representatives. The
JACKSON. MICH.
Poole, Mrs. Josie Black attended
youth
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choir
of
which
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Mrs.
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Services for the late Mrs. JOHNSON CITY
Those who attended the of years. Mrs. Vaughn express- daughters, Lucy and Marie of residing in
Brownsville. She Mrs. Jessie Shorter continues •merisen Club, Sol far, atm Indiana.
Rosa Parham were held last By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Rend in. for Informstloa.
Ester Day program in Durant es her appreciation and grati- Amityville, N. Y., visited their was the niece
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to
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Wednesday at 2 p.m., at Mace- Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore the second Sunday were Mr
Graham and aunt of James ett.
erterrrrat. ADVI5015
donia Baptist church; the Rev. have returned from Nashville, and Mrs. S. Redd. Mrs. P. M everything that she has re- Demonbeun, who is convalescFranklin and Valla M. Barnhill. Mrs. Francis Carnes of Nash- WAY HZ BICE BURDENICD 011I
R. J. Page officiating with Term., where they spent sever- Redd, Mr. and Mrs. Robert ceived. She is still receiving ing at her aunt's home.
ville,
Tenn.,
has
returned
home
In
need,
you can be healed: 55•05
Rev.
Bennie Eddings preachGeorge H. Henry and friends
Bledsoe funeral horn e in al days attending the Dental Z,ollicoffer, Mrs. Bessie Pick- gifts.
help-be bleseed
Write to m• Dow.
ed at St. Paul church last Sun- after visiting her mother, Mrs. Send stamped address
envelope. Rim
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charge.
Convention, and the Meharry ens, Willie Willams, jr., and Mr. Roman Holmes of ChicaAnnie Edwards.
Lucky. Boo listt Chicago PO, Ill.
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Mrs.
The men of Oak Grove Bap- Alumni meeting.
BillingsC.
Rev. and Mrs. M.
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The
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Brothers
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SPIRITUAL HELP. THE WAY That
tist church observed a Men's Final rites for Mrs. Roosevelt lea. Rev. Billingslea was guest and Mrs. Roy Vaughn and their Laura B. Perkins last week.
has helped thousands overcome their
dinner guests of Mrs. Sallie Geraldine are visiting their Problems.
Send $1.00 donation. 4.
Movement Day on last Sun- Greenlee, 56, who died May speaker. The program was en- Mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher.
mother,
meseage of help.
Mrs.
Kentle
last
Sunday.
stamp. Special
Julia
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BirdSANDUSKY
day at 2:30 p.m. The Rev. N. 28 were held at the Ledford joyed by all.
The latter is a sister to Mr.
Write Elder M. J. Person. 2205 P.
song
in
Miami,
Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbry Chamb49th at Cleveland 1. Ohio.
Davis and his congregation Funeral parlor on the aftera
m•
•
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Jerome Lindsy of Durant, Holmes.
ers of South Bend,Ind., and siswere guests.
noon of June 2, with Rev. I. director of Enterprise Funeral
ISS/SSIPPI
The following ministers have ter, Mrs. Pauline Murphy and
The Rev. R. J. Page and his K. Rakertsaw, of Newport,
Home attended church services been guests of the Mt. Zion nephew, Curtis Bethel, all of
PICKENS
members of Macedonia Baptist Term., officiating. The deat Goodman Baptist church the Baptist church rather recently: South Bend Ind., visited their
By GRACE B. STIGLER
church were guests at Cerro ceased was in declining health
second Sunday.
J.
Bufkin,
Rev.
B.
Dist.
Misrelatives,
Mr.
and Mrs. Simon
Mr. and Mrs. F. Borden and
Gordo Baptist on Sunday, June for some time. She was a
sionary
of
Zion
District;
Rev.
Trotter
and
mother,
Mrs. Anna Mr. and Mrs. T. Frisen and
18, 1961 at 2 p.m. The public member of Bethesda Presbywas cordially invited to attend terian church She is survived board as sponsor. A group of J. G. Hopkins, president of Chambers. Other guests of the daughter. Patricia Jean of IndiTenn.,
Knoxville,
from
BTU
Congress
singers
SS
&
of
Zion
Trotters
were:
Mr.
and Mrs. anola, visited here last Sunday
Bro. Willie Currie, sponsor. by one son, Mr. Rush Greenrendered a program at West District; Rev. W. J. Ross, jr., U. P. Penn and Mrs. Lucille with Mrs.
Rev. F. D. Freeman, pastor.
Rosie Smart.
lee, jr., of Calif., four daughChristian church on of Chicago, ill., and Rev. Rob- Williams of Carbondale, Ill., Miss
Members of Berean Baptist era, Mrs. Vivian King, Main St.
Jean Smart recently
June
11.
the
night
inson
of
of
Fulton,
Ky.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Chamchurch conducted Fathers Day of Norfolk. Va., Miss Pavisited her sifters in Indianoservices at II a.m. last Sunday. tricia Greenlee of Eng- Mr. and Mrs. Ctanley Fleem- Mrs. Banks of Chicago, Ill., bers, Mr. and Mrs. Willis la.
WashChambers
to
and
returned
have
granddaughter,
ing
Mr. J. S. Merry, a prominent land, Miss.
formerly
of Miller City, Ill.
Joan of Am
business, religious and civic Greenlee of this city, and Miss ington, D. C., after attending visited Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Dysart
and nieces; Mrs. Agnes Payne,
ink leader, here in Jackson. was Elizabeth Greenlee of this city, graduation exercises at Lang- Vinson and family.
all of Union City, Tenn.; and
W guest speaker. It was a very one brother, Mr. Harrison Wil- ston High school.
The Christian Community Mrs. Craig, of Calif. Mr. Orimpressive service and was en- son, of Knoxville. Tenn., one
The General Assembly Inn Chorus of this vicinity, rendjoyed by all. The Rev. A. L. sister, Mrs. Emily Durham, of
Wilma sive., is now oper ered their regular monthly pro- bry Chambers, a wonderful
Campbell is pastor.
Knoxville, Tenn. and other for service to the public. Eld. gram Sunday night, June 4th. tenor soloist, rendered a program for the St. Paul AME
Funderal services for the late relatives. Interment occurred W. S. Shanklin is proprietor.
Their new robes were dedicat- church in a financial drive
Mrs. Eunice Quinn were held in West Lawn Cemetery with
—•—
Genescu Dinning room is
ed in this service also. The at- sponsored by his sister, Mrs.
last Sunday at 1 p.m. at St. J. D. Ledford, funeral director open to the public at 321 W.
tendance was very satisfactory. Annetta C. Trotter. Mrs. Monaggressive display adverand
capable
We
need
Paul CME church with the in charge.
Chilhowie ave. Delicious foods
Rev. J. D. Atwater officiating. Rev. John Walker, 71. vet- are served. Mrs. Dona Jenescu Mr. and Mrs. Sellie Smith ette E. Vaughn was the actising salesmen and saleswomen to work in adBurial was in Bascom Chapel eran of World War I, died May is proprietor,
were called to Edwardsville, companist. The affair was
vertising field with experience and ability to
cemetery with the Stephenson 27. The remains were shipped
Mr. John Hamilton and III., to the funeral of their sis- quite successful.
sell.
You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
Mrs.
Johnny
B.
Ware,
Mrs.
funeral home in charge. Mrs. to Knoxville. Tenn., for funer- family of Winston Salem, N. ter-in-law, Mrs. Paul Smith
Quinn was the daughter of the al, and interment with J. D. C., were here for a few days who was killed in a terrible Bernice Hines and children,
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
and Mrs. Vanessa Ware and
late Mr. and Mrs. Frazier Tal- Ledford, funeral director, in visiting Mr. Hamilton's sister, automobile accident.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
children, all of Battle Creek,
ly of Madison County. She was charge. Rev. S. L. Hall and Mrs. Ella Wilson and family.
Rev. G. S. McC,oy, pastor o Michigan, visited Mr. and Mrs.
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
a member of St. Paul CME choir of Valley St. Baptist Rev. W. P. Wagner conthe St. James AME church, is Lonnie Lewis and other relachurch. Survivors are one sis- church, Abingdon, Va., con- ducted services at Bethesda
able to fill his pulpit again tives and friends in this vicinter and four brothers and a ducted the service at Thank- Presbyterian church on the
Prinsinty too smossensiell ••••1 ho
after a rather extended illness. ity.
—•-host of other relatives and ful Baptist church on the after- morning of June 11.
imprevesl. The Gereoeol Aseonsloly
JarHattie
Beatrice
Misses
sick
list
Others
are:
on
the
Corps
Marine
friends.
new
big
The
men
with
the
11,
noon of June
should mok• every siffort to Oho.
Services for Mrs. Clara An- of the church as sponsors.
Services Training Center along Mesdames Sarah Hayes, Carrie vis, Marie Jewel and Patricia Nosh losprosowootste losogeollot•ly.
nie Alexander, 90, were held Kid. W. M. Clark conducted the Jonesboro Highway, near Winston, Hanle Winslow, Alice Lane Spears were dinner
Sunday at 10 a.m. at Ford the service at St. Paul AME the National Guard Armory Johnson; Mews. Mark Kay, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
*look 114•••••• Area**
di funeral home; the Rev. T. Zion church on the afternoon was dedicated on the after- and James McGinnis. Sr., and Waughn and mother, Mrs. ElizOonabeth Fisher, Sunday. June 11
Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher.
M.
, Morrow officiating. Burial was of June 11, with the Trustee noon of June 4.
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EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says tout

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
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There's A Warm Welcome Awaiting
in British Columbia's Gay Provinces

killed
of gla
ty ne
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By FRED W. AVENDOFPH provided by a benevolent Nature.
British Columbia is a comOff the coast, and in the
plex of varied resources. It is a
streams, the fishermen harvest
fund of many geological struc- the salmon run which has been
tures too; with the variety of carefully husbanded to ensure
nmountain, plain, canyon a n d a perpetual supply of this favorvalley and with the warm Ja- ite of all sea foods.
panese current as leavening, it When the prized sockeye
heeds the mysterious call to
holds within its boundaries sev- spawn he seeks out the
exact
eral climates.
stream bed from which he arose
Each has its own disciples and with his mate performs the
and the citizen of the north is act of procreation and then dies.
I disdainful of what he calls the Four years later, the generation
they have helped to create will
ladylike climate of the mild return to continue the cycle
of
lower mainland. He pokes fun life.
at the gently changing seasons During peak salmon runs—
enjoyed on Vancouver Island they vary from year to year dewhere there is never a posi- pending on,...4he race—the FraAERIAL PHOTO of Van- of beautiful British Columbia. or even the same day. tive cleavage of seasons b u t ser and other spawning streams
PhoColumbia
Govt.
(British
exciting
couver, one of the world's Here you can enjoy
rather subtle gliding from the and tributaries become alive
newest industrial empires and shopping. go fishing, golfing, to.)
sun-drenched summer into a with struggling fish, impelled
gateway to dozens of intrigu- swimming, boating, even skihazy fall and on to a mild and to their spawning ground by
•
ing resort centers in the rest ing—all on the same holiday,
somewhat rainy winter seldom Nature's urging. And out on
blessed with snow. The winter the sea beyond the mouth of the
slips effortlessly into spring river the fishermen net their
and then it is summer again. hordes and bring new wealth to
In the interior of t h e pro- the economic stream of the province. the Okanagan Valley is vince. In 1958, when the Adams HEADING for Vancouver Is- Vancouver's
magnificent har- steamers operate daily from
a land of hot, dry summers and River run returned in unprece- land one of Coastal steam- bor. Lion's Gate
Bridge is the Seattle to Victoria, and from
mild winters while to the north, dented numbers, the value of ships passes under Lion's highest
suspension bridge in Nanaimo to Vancouver.
winter comes with authority the salmon catch in British Co- Gate Bridge, the entrance to the British
Empire. Modern
by Fred W. Avendorph
and with a vigorous purpose lumbia amounted to $75,800.00.
a
opened
has
This
seaplane
was
that plunges the mercury a n d
the salmon catch
The
TRAVEL EDITOR
NIAGARA FALLS"
drives old men to talking about alone. The total value of the
vast and unspoiled wilderness
e
h
t
to
Maine
the
province's
Millions of Japanese and
winters that used to be.
fishery was $98,200.in Northern
one
of
Close - up views of the passing landscape are but
00.
many overseas tourists each
sportsman and outdoor lover.
EVERGREEN
PLAYGROUND
vacationist intent on
year visit the famed Kegon
This spectacular area, once] many advantages of bus travel for the
And almost simultaneously
emperor ever enjoyed
No province in Canada has a
Waterfall, high in the mounthe exclusive domain of Indian seeing the most of Europe. No Roman
with the harvest of the sea,
greater variety of climate and
tains above Nikko. Plunging
tribes, has hundreds of lakes the travel luxury offered by Europe's streamlined highway
the farmers and ranchers in
one can match that of B.C.'s
330 feet down into a rock basin,
and ponds so remote they can, cruisers. Featured are such comforts as reclining foam-rubber
the central interior are busy
Lower Mainland and Vancouver
be reached only by pontoon- • seats with individual lights for rtight-time reading, bar servon the land. The fruit is picked Mary Gordon. women's travel can be safely deposited at the the torrent is transformed into
Island
on
a
year-round
basis.
uniformed,
a drapery of mist called "liquid
ice, well-appointed lavatories, radios, and often
equipped airplane
and marketed and the smeil of
The Evergreen Playground.
advisor for Trans World Air- airport in bond with customed lace."
The Northern Maine region English-speaking stewardesses who will serve you every bit
burning leaves permeates t h e
officials and picked up before
That is what it has been dubhas a whopping 10 million as graciously and efficiently as their airline counterparts.
air. It is a pleasant time of lines, offers tips for women the homeward flight. In many
bed by visitors and residents
acres of sparkling lakes a n d Some of these tourist coaches even offer such amenities as elecyear and the golfers on the low- travelers in a series of booklets countries you can save a lux- FOREST AREA
alike and it is a well-deserved
green forests according to the tric razors, snack bars, wardrobes, multi-language libraries and
er mainland speak of the crisp- on European trips by air. We're ury or purchase tax on some The forest area of the U. S.,
name. Where else in Canada
New England Hotel Association. air-cooling. Several countries-including Spain and G e rness of the air and hope the glad to pass along these help- things by having it delivered exclusive of Alaska, is larger
can
you
swim
on
New
Year's
transporNevertheless, modern
many-operate giant double-decker buses of the type recent- Day? Where else can you golf sun will shine on Saturday.
ful hints for your vacation to your airplane, or shipped than the combined areas of
auto,
tation, both plane and
ly introduced to the U.S. with outstanding success.
directly to your home. Y o u France, Gerrnany, Norway,
the year round? And where SPORTS YEAR-ROUND
plans.)
have made the region easily acThe motor coach lines of Europe link nearly two dozen else can you pick roses on To the north the first
send as many gift p u r- the entire Netherlands.
sheet of Luggage: You'll save time and can
cessible.
countries in a vast network of year-round and special summer Christmas Day?
ice has formed on the lakes money if you travel as light as chases home as you like, with• Spotted throughout it a r e
services. No matter where your itinerary leads you, you'll find
All those things are possible while in the south the hardier possible. Many women find one out paying duty, if the value
fishing lodges so well-appointof each does not exceed $10,
take you there at a con- on Vancouver Island and the ones cling to the opportunity
ad and comfortable that they a swift, comfortable motor coach to
large
suitcase
and no more than one goes to
for one more swim. To them enough for a
Lower Mainland.
provide all the ease and con- venient time.
any address. Parcels must be
When you couple the bless- the summer has been a parade sensible
venience of a downtown apart- UNLIMITED STOP-OVER PRIVILEGE
basic
marked "gift."
ng of a benign climate with the of sunny days and cool nights wardrobe a n d
ment without the noise a n d
Since unlimited stop-over privileges are the rule, you reasures
Traveling Alone: It is conof the forest and mine, and they have revelled in the accessosooty air. They have been callmay tarry where you please, switch to a river steamer, plane the field and
sidered entirely proper in most
stream, it is ob- glory of it all, but are reluctant ries. It is ala d"penthouses in the pines" by
or railroad-many of Europe's largest motor coach lines are Jious then that the time of to see it slip away.
hotel dining rooms and better
their visitors.
most certain to
operated by European railroads to supplement their services— harvest,
restaurants for a woman to
the
Thanksgiving British Columbia is truly a be under t h e
These lodges or camps can be
dine alone. It is generally not
an unforgettable experience. then continue your highway tour further along the line.. This period of the year, has a spe- wondrous place in which to live free weight alconsidered proper for a woman
The food is superb. Listen to feature makes bus travel ideal for those on a flexible sche- cial significance to British Co- and in which to rear a family. lowancefor
to be out alone after 10 o'clock
Perhaps it is no accident, other air travel overthis: breakfasts of fruit, hot ce- dule as well as for those who enjoy traveling as the spirit umbians.
at night. However, any woman Send now for your free copy of this
Theirs is the bounty of the than that of climate, that many
real, bacon, ham, sausage and moves.
seas (66 pounds
can see the nightlight of most illustrated brochure,with details of
Another "plus" offered by European bus operators is that apple valleys of the Okanagan of the country's finest swimeggs, homemade bread, maple
pounds
44
flights.
our famous 12 and 19-day escorted
on first class
syrup, hot apple pie. homemadel coaches frequently stop at points of interest along the way and the market gardens of the mers, tennis stars, oarsmen for Economy flights). A most cities by joining a nightclub Luxury Tours to California and
for the benefit of camera fans and sightseers. On the route lush Fraser Valley. Theirs, too, and track stars come from this convenient luggage accessory is tour.
doughnuts and coffee galore,
Canadian Rockies at a cost that
you are an American citi- soothes your budge!. Lv. Chicago
MODERN CONVENIENCES
between Florence and Rome, for example, a stop is made at is the harvest of the forest from province. The longer season for
one of the folding TWA overAt noon, after a morning of Assisi to permit passengers to visit the Basilica of St. Francis. which stems the greatest single training sharpens their prowess night bags. These are normally zen and find yourself in a for- July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
fishing, guides can cook your Similarly, motor coaches traveling beween Frankfurt, Ger- flow of wealth to the coffers and sports that are considered given to TWA first class-inter- eign capital on a U.S. national WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
4030 SOUTH DREXEL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
salmon over a charcoal fire, or, many, and Basel. Switzerland, via the beautiful Black Forest, of the province. From the vast for the summer only in other national passengers, but a r e holiday, by all means call at
broil steak if you're hungry for usually detour for a brief sightseeing tour of the university reservoirs under the ground, sections of the country are play- also available to the public for the American Embassy a n d
enjoy the party usually held
red meat. The eating is so good
of Heidelberg. Halts are also made at meal hours at res- there courses a stream of crude led the year round in the Ever- $2.00 at TWA ticket offices.
arid the accommodations so taurants where excellent regional dishes are usually available. oil and gas, an added dividend green Playground.
'Shopping: Keep the free bag- there for Americans. You will
be welcome.
clean and attractive that many
Bus travel offers other advantages. Do you dislike toting
gage allowance in mind when
fishermen bring their wives and your own baggage? Then
you may be interested to know that and Venice, Italy, along the Grossglockner Highway which you shop. You may want to Customs: Generally speaking
even the children,
in most Swiss and Italian cities, longdistance buses will pick snakes through the snowcapped Austrian Alps. Or perhaps send some things home by air- clothing considered appropriate
The prices are a surprise —
you up right at your hotel and later deposit you on your door- you'd prefer the equally scenic but shorter route between the freight. Many women find it for women traveling abroad is
from $9 to $10 a day to $18 or
at no extra charge, provided you stop at certain centrally. Swiss cities of Lucerne and Interlaken via the Rhone Glacier. more economical to make one likely to be more conservative
$20 a day, meals included. Thisl step
GOPLANA RESORT
located hotels. An another passenger-pampering service on This run is made in glass-topped buses, the better to admire the air-freight package than to than in the United States. Exin many cases is less than thel
informal
clothing, Air-conditioned rooms with both.
towering array of mountain peaks.
ship a number of packages by tremely
cost of a room alone in a ma-i many international routes, the stewardess will take care of your
In Italy, a leading country during the Renaissance era, parcel post. The idea that bar- slacks, shorts are almost never vote beach, golf course, riding horses
customs formalities en route so that you won't have to leave
jor city.
and fishing nearby. Rotes Include
is
the
magnificent Doges' Palace in Venice which seems to gaining over price is expected considered proper except f o r meals or housekeeping facilities.
While Maine has the distinc-1 your seat at frontier stops. Even your baggage will be handled
beach and resort wear.
true,
not
generally
Europe
is
in
float
like
a
white
marble confection on the edge of the city's Is.
Playground for children. Only three
tion of having hundreds of with care and is often stowed in a special trailer towed begoon. The picturesque Pitti Palace in Florence is filled with su- almost never true where prices It is quite proper for women (3) miles from Dells.
s
hind the bus itself
lakes accessible only by seaFOR RESERVATIONS
perb art collections dating back to ancient times. Over the Alps are marked, or in better shops. in London to attend the theater
plane, the bulk of the Northern HUGE SAVINGS FACTOR BY
Welcome Travel Service
BUS
in tiny Switzerland is the ninth-century Castle of Chilton on But some shops will allow a dis- or opera alone. English women
lakes and ponds can be reachDAnabe 6-1800
count if you pay for your pur- tend to wear well-tailored
Despite its many advantages, motor coach travel in Eu- Lake Geneva, near the resort city
of Montreux, famous for its
ed by auto or by a jeep sent out
MR. B. FRENKIEL
chases in traveler's checks.
clothes, so you will feel at home
rope is amazingly thrifty, averaging somewhere between sec- inspirational poems written by
by the camp.
Lord Byron.
HUmboldt 9-2919
Try on clothing and partic- there in classic suits, dresses
Northern Europe, too, is famous for its resplendent and
But if you should decide on a ond and third-class rail fare. You can travel all the way from
ularly shoes for size and fit. and coats,
really remote lake with no road Pans to Barcelona, for example, for only $24.00; from Copen- beautiful castles. Tourists may start in Finland at St. Olav's If you plan to leave a country
leading to it there is no prob-1 hagen to Hamburg for $8.00; or from Florence via Rome to Castle, at Olivinlinna, which was built in 1475. It is the site and return there later, belonglem. The camp tells you to drive Naples for $11.00, with stop-overs anywhere along the way. of theatre and opera performances each summer.
ings and purchases made there
to a certain town. There the These fares are for transportation only. Package tours, which
plane meets you and flies your] include bus transportation plus all meals, hotel, sightseeing fees JAPAN'S
party to the camp. The flights, and tips, give even more phenomenal values.
RAIL FACILITIES
are not expensive and the camp
Another typical "best buy" is a twelve-day circular tour
There are 680 railroads in the
will spell out all costs.
, of Ireland by motor coach, beginning and ending in
Dublin U.S. with 42,500 locomotives,
Many camps have their owni and stopping at some of the Emerald Isle's
It's easier — baster — more con vs mien. —
finest hotels and 41,000 passenger coaches, over
generating plants. resorts along the way. This
electrical
tempting tour operates from the 2 million freight cars and 226\
when you leave the details in export hands I
Others use gas for bc,lh lights end of May through August. The
cost is only $112.52, less than 000, miles of trackage.
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or Indie.
and cooking and the tank ei $9.50 per day. There are
bus tours to Castles in Spain, "Fairyyour trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
"bottled gas" are flown in Tale Tours, of
Hans Christian Andersen Land in Denmark.
expert travel service, such as WELCOME'. We know all th•
strapped to the floats of the and luxury
right planes. trains, Sunsets, boats to fit your convenience beet
motor coach trips down the highways of Greece
plane.
and we confirm your apace, deliver your tickets, get your
from Athens to Corinth, Delphi, Marathon and other
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you latVe time—and
famed
(Information on Maine fishcenters of antiquity Your travel agent can outline
you're 'cum
The combined offices of
literally
ing camps can be obtained by
dozens of such tours all attractively priced and all
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
writing the Maine Publicity
wonderful- the Chicago Defender Pub.
nervier. South Side business and professional leaders men
y worth-while.
lieService Bureau a n d
Bureau, either at 30 Rockefelwhome names yoe know have been "leaving the details t.
If spectacular mountain scenery appeals to you,
WELCOME:" for the past four years.
ler Plaza, New York City, or
you're cer- Travel Agency will help you
tain to enjoy the breath-taking run between
We've arranged round -the-world personal tourn and delivered the
at Portland, Maine.)
Salzburg, Austria, get more pleasure and satticket. fore two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
isfaction out of any tripe
— —
WEIAOME-arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
or vacations.
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TRAVEL TIPS—for Women
by MARIE AVENDORPH
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GOING SOMEWHERE?
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Need Travel Help!
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BETIWIEN MICHIGAN CITY. INO.
AND NEW BUFFALO

MI(.H'.

Only 60 Minutts Away
Toll Read To 30 — North no 10 to New Buffalo —
Miles on 12
n Loft or red light —

NEW MIRACLE
CURE...
W. all realize that's impossible, bo
oha
thot many body
ailments can be traced to VITAMIN
and MINERAL DEFICIENCY, caused
by improper or hasty eating habits.
ONE CAPSULE DAILY Of VITIROK
ALS, each containing 10 VITAMINS
and 5 MINERALS prevents this shoetoge Don't suffer any longer Sold
on a money back guarantee, viols of
30 day supply $6.00 tiwit's only 20c
;se, rloyll Cash, check, or moony order in Stesalni Sales, Dept WN33,
PD Ban 1105, Maple Voll•y Station, Akron 70, Ohio

Our services are FREE for
readers desiring information and travel literature,
airline, rail, steamship and
bus tickets and hotel accommodations.
For complete information
on how to plan your vacation with the least bother
on your budget, visit, write
or phone the Travel Bureau
in the Defender Public Service Bureau, 2400 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 16, Ill.,
DAnube 6-1800. For maps
and motor routings, please
enclose 25 cents to cover
cost of handling.

convenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure not a tank.
WELCOME, service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
and resorts all over the world know where yeu can go for the nnott.
f.an with the leant bother, on your budget. Check thin list of mu'
reeler services:

PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL & RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP & TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE

TICKETS •

Don't fight Loop perking and treffic congeetion - • drop in al our
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the facts; and counsel
you Ikeed. Then pick up your tickets. just am handily. 1#t WELCOME
take the trouhl• nut of travel!

WELCOME
TRAVEL SERVICE
Defender Court
2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
Cell DAnulte 6-7500
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mywhiskey!
Two warm, proud words that have meant
Seagram's 7 Grown to so many...for so long
SAY SEAGRAM'S AND BE SURE
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Twins To Get
An Enlarged
TODAY Home Field

SU Initiates Summer Program For
The Talented High School Graduate

• S Glacial Ice Kills 4 U. S. Airmen

:es

BATON ROUGE, La. — A experiences to qualify students Rosenwald high school, St.
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
Summer Program for the Aca- for entrance in the universi- Joseph; Albert Coleman,
'The
award
of
a
contract
for
a
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — (UPI) — Four men were
demically Talented High ty's freshman honors program Southside high, Ringgold; John
killed and 29 others were injured Sunday when a huge chunk 10,000 seat addition to MetroRobinson, Morehouse h i g h,
School Graduate, designed to
politan Stadium — home of the
in the fall, and to offset any
of glacial ice crashed down on an Air Force sight-seeing pargive him a headstart in colBastrop; Leonard Hayes, TenMinnesota Twins baseball team
problems
of
adjustment
which
ty near Sondrestrom Air Base in Greenland, the Air Defense and
sas-Rosenwald
lege
high, St. Joby offering a stimulating
the Minnesota Viking 3:
introduction to college I if e, may adversely affect the de- seph; J a inc s Johnson, Ross
command said Monday.
football team — was announced'
sired
high
calibre
of
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Fuller's Golf course. Wilson I would be that fortunate." tim for torture in a savage unpleasant hypochondriac, who 5:30 to 6:00, TOMBSTONE may obtain applications at any
scored his hole-in-onis on the Wilson was a member of a Comanche raid on a sheep- sells his soul to Satan, in re- TERRITORY, starring Pat playground, Gooch or Lincoln
Tennis courts, or visit the Mem16th hole with a first flight foursome when he made his herding camp.
turn for a promise of invulner- Conway and Richard Eastham.
8:00 to 9:00, GUNSLINGER,
phis Recreation Department at
golf ball purchased the same historic shot.
ability to accident, disease and Gunmen in disguise imperil a
37 N. McNeil any day from 9
starring Tony Young and Presmission of justice.
aging.
ton Foster. "The Golden Cira.m. to 5 p.m.
9:30 to 10:00, PERSON TO 6:00 to 6:30, AMOS 'N ANcle" - dangerous killer Jed
PERSON, with Charles Coiling- DY, "Sapphire's Mysterious For additional information
Spangler is released from pricall BR 5-2183 or BR 5-2184;
comedienne Admirer."
w o o d, visiting
son in order to lead gunslingCarol Burnett and her teen- 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MA- Hosea Alexander is director
er Cord to $600,000 in currency
age sister at the former's apart- SON, starring Raymond Burr, of municipal sports of the destolen from the Union Army ment
in Manhattan, and con- Barbara Hale. 'The Case of partment.
during the Civil War. Search- tinental film actor Horst Buch- the Calendar Girl" - Perry
ing for the money that was
holz and his wife at their turns calendar-art photograph- 9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
A no-hitter, pair of triplevided along the sidelines. Lead- hidden ten years earlier by apartment in Paris. France. & to prove his point in defend- starring James
Arness. The
plays and announcement thating the fun maneuvers was Spangler, Cord discovers that 10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOV- ing a building contractor trail of a man
wanted for murthe Clowns will pit their skillNatureboy Williams, first base- one of the lesser obstacles he IE, "Mine Own Executioner" against a homicide charge.
der leads Marshall Matt Dillon
and skull duggery against theman extraordinary who bang- faces is time.
with Burgess Meredith, Kier- 7:30 to 8:30, CHECKMATE,
9:00 to 9:30, AT THE on Moore and Dulcie Gray, Ex- starring Anthony George, Doug and Chester to Elkader, a town
Air Force team at Chanute. III.,ed two triples and a single to
ruled by the iron fist of a lone
Air Force Base climaxed ahelp pace his mates at the SOURCE, PREMIERE ! !, new RAF pilot goes to a psychia- McClure and Sebastian Cabot. man.
series of on-location news-in- trist after he crashes in Burma. "Terror From the East"-starplate.
rather spectacular week.
9:30 to 10:00, THE BROTHThe no-hitter came in Ster- As for the big Air Force terview programs. Guest: Sec- SATURDAY. JULY 1
ring
Charles Laughton. A ERS BRANNAGAN, starring
ing, III. where Bill Parkergame, General Manager Syd retary of State Dean Rusk. He 7:10 to 7:30 a.m., SUPER- British - born missionary ar- Mark
Roberts
Steve
and
humbled the touring New York Pollock announced that it has will be interviewed at the U. MAN, starring George Reev- rives in the United States from
Dunne. "A View of Murder"Royals, 4-0, in a masterfulbeen scheduled for June 29, at S. State Department by How- es. "Clown Who Cried"-Rollo, China and seeks the help of A little old
lady sees a man
As no man is born an artist, bait, spin, and fly-cast. The depitching performance. The first3:30 p.m., at the air base. No ard K. Smith, Paul Niven and the beloved circus clown, is Checkmate, Inc., to protect the
beaten to death, and perseveres
so no man is born an angler" cision for you to make is which
triple play was recorded inadmission will be charged. The Bill Downs.
former man from assassination.
his
by
impersonated
until the murderer is caught.
-Isaak Walton one.
10:10 to 11:45, "The Other partner, now turned thief. He 8:30 -to 9:00, HAVE
Davenport, Iowa, before one ofClowns plan to take along their
GUN, 10:10 to 12:45, LATE MOVIE,
I received news of crappie If you are a beginner or a the season's largest crowds.funnymen - Ulysses Grant Love" with David Niven, Barsteals the proceeds of a char- WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich- "Roaring
Twenties"
with
biting in Enid. Miss., from Mr. cane pole fisherman chang- The fans shrieked with glee asGreene, The Great Yogi, Na- bara Stanwyck and Richard
ity benefit and it takes Super- ard Boone. "Episode in Lame- James Cagney, Priscilla Lane,
Johnny Shaw. Like most fish- ing to rod and reel, I sug- the Clowns reeled off a 7-4tureboy Williams, Tiny Kim- Conte. There's a wall between
man to unravel the tangled do -Paladin is forced into a Humphrey Bogart, Gladys
ermen, Mr. Shaw wouldn't give gest the spin-cast reel, the triumph sparkled by their clas- plus the Flying Nesbits, na- two people that can't be reaffair and restore the funds. deadly showdown with a gun- George. Three WW I buddies
the exact spot on Enid Lake, push-button type with level- sy playing afield.
tural acrobats whose daring solved: he, a doctor, and she, 7:30 to 8:00, RAMAR OF man who feels he must shoot it clash
in vicious bootlegging
but he did say he was fishing winding. The push-button reel The second triple killing feats have made them three- a concert pianist.
THE JUNGLE. starring Jon out to preserve his reputation. racket.
about 7 feet deep. Mr. Shaw features are easy to take down came four days later at Jet time winners on television.
9:30 to 10:00, FOCUS ON Hall. "The Hidden Treasure'
is an ardent cane pole fisherman It permits convenient, on the stadium. Columbus, 0., before Thus far in the season, the MEMPHIS, The Farris Propos-An Indian Fakir has tricked
and his favorite fish is crap- spot, cleaning. In seconds you still another record crowd.Clowns have played 78 games al for speeding up the Mem- his tribe into believing he has
pie. He and a companion were can switch to a heavier line This time the Royals bowed,and lost only twice. They have phis Expressway system will powerful supernatural powers
on the lake about 6 a.m. When switch to a spool filled with 4-3 and gained slight revenged e feat ed such outstanding be featured with Commissionand orders his Hindu followers
the rain caused them to head for bigger fish, or if desired with a sensational double play teams as the Miami Dodgers, er Farris as special guest.
to bury him alive. Ramer exfor the hank, their catch nurn-Ilighter test line for pan fish- later in the game.
St. Petersburg (Fla.) Braves, FRIDAY, JUNE 30
poses the trickery of the inciibered 41 slabs as he called ing with unweighted live bait.
1:30 to 2:00 p.m., ART dian.
Close to 3,000 applauded Orlando (Fla.) All-Stars, Birmthem. Mr. Shaw resides at 337 Easy cast, safety adjustable- from the edge of their seats as ingham Black Barons, Atlanta LINKLETMR'S HOUSE PAR8:00 to 8:30, SUPERMAN,
Memphis' Leading Nile Spot
West Burdock,
drag and non-reverse lever. both teams battled fiercely.Stars, Kansas City Giants TY, Guest: Sheilah Graham, starring George Reeves. "Boy
Choosing a rod and reel can Backlash is a thing of the past Much of their applause, of Muscatine Red Sox, Danville syndicated Hollywood column- Who Hated Superman"-a sixbe a hard problem especially with this reel. With this push- course, was for the antics and Boosters and New York Roy- ist.
195 HERNANDO STREET
teen-year-old Frankie hopes to
MEMPHIS, 'ENN.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE aid his gangster uncle now in
with a beginner whose knowl- button reel you can cast live entertainment the Clowns pro-als.
* * *
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Up- jail, by spying on Clark Kent
edge is limited and with so bait, spinners, spoons and
per World" with Warren Wil- and Jimmy. Instead he learns,
many brands on the market. plugs.
I
When
Club
Handy
liam,
Is The Favorite
buying
a rod to go or
Ginger Rogers and Mary through Jimmy's loyal comThereare three types of reels
Astor. Man, bored with his so- panionship and Clark Kent's,
that are popular among fresh match the reel I suggest a fiber
cially conscious wife, meets a kindness that boy's best and
Meeting Place Of The Stars
water fishermen. They are glass rod. It's light and flexible,
requires little care, and will
down-to-earth Bronx giri
truest friends are always per-I
* * *
not
deterioate,
6:00
to
rust,
6:30,
oxidize
or
HIGHWAY PA- sons of honor and trust.
FAMILY OPERATION
TROL, with Brod Crawford. 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - (UPI) absorb moisture. You should
Music For Your Dancing And
Two criminals force supermar- co-starring Kirby Grant and
- Terrie Lee Williams has pay about the same price for
ket managers to cooperate in Gloria Winters. "The Featherspent nearly her first year of the rod as the reel for the best
Dining Pleasure
life in a filling station operat- results. I suggest a 6-foot, two LOS ANGELES - (UPI) - were convicted of extortion and robbing their own stores . . .! ed Serpent"-Sky and Penny
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, uncover a clever smuggling'
ed by her mother and father. piece rod.
They
on
May
30.
conspiracy
Arguments
on
a
motion
to
starring Eric Fleming with system when they find an
Joe Williams, 25, and his Most spin-cast reels come
JA 6-4241
Andrew (Sunbeam) Mitchell
were accused of trying to muswife Patricia. 24, drive to the with certain pound test lines grant a new trial to underworld cle in on the earnings of for- Clint Eastwood. Three thous- emerald on a bird.
Proprietor
JA 6-9439
installed.
If
this
and
head
test
line
of
cattle
are
is
forced
Boxing
Czar
Frankie
Carbo
12:25
to
3:30.
BASEBALL
gas station each morning, takmer welterweight champ D o n to a
halt when almost all of
ing Terrie Lee with them. light. say. 6 lb. test, you should and four others will be heard Jordan.
the drovers' work horses are
Terrie Lee sleeps and plays at buy an extra spool and heav- July 20.
The trial was held before the stolen, in "Incident at Sulphur
the station where Mrs. Wil- ier line, about a 10 lb. test,
Judge
Ernest
Tolin,
late
w
h
o
Carbo, Frank (Slinky) PaCreek."
liams has all the comforts of monofilarnent nylon line.
Now, with a 3/8 ounce prac- lerno, of Philadelphia, Tru- died June 11 while on vacation. 7:30 to 8:30, ROUTE '66,
home for a baby, including
tice plug you should be ready man Gibson. jr., former head of U.S. District Judge Peirson starring Martin Milner and
crib and a stove to cook warm
to practice casting according to the International Boxing Club M. Hall assigned visiting Judge George Maharis. "Play It
food.
the instructions that came with (IBC), Louis Tom Dragna a n d George H. Boldt, presiding at Glissando"-Tod and Buz, rethe reel.
WARREN'S
Joseph Sica, both Los Angeles, the Mickey Cohen tax evasion laxing on the sands at Santa
If you would like to become
trial, to hear the new trial mo- Monica, California, find themBarber & Beauty Shop
a member of the Hunting and
tion in the Carbo case on July selves caught up in a violent
Al Conditioned for Your Comfat
Fishing Club, write to this re- MILWAUKEE - (UPI) - 2. That was the date Tolin had conflict between a jazz musiciYatchsman
Martin
Johnson.
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
porter in care of the Tri-State
set for sentencing.
an and his hysterical wife.
Defender-236 S. Wellington, Pulled from a capsized wailboat
1208 THOMAS at FIRESTONE
in
Lake
Michigan
Saturday.
or call Jackson 6-8397, Whitevows he is through with water
JA 5-9705
hall 6-4596.
Free fishing at Jake's Lake. for good.
HUNKY DORY
I repeat, free fishing at Jake's "During World War 11 servBROTHER BOB
Lake. Plenty of Bream and ice in the Atlantic," Johnson
BURK-HALL
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
ship
I
was
on
was
"one
said,
bass and a large picnic area.
The House of Fine Paint
The lake is located Vs mile torpedoed and another struck
Phone RE 5-6161
south of Shelby Drive Get- a mine.
well rd., Box No. 5018. Mr. "Three dunkings are enough.
F J. Homes, owner. This offer It's three times and out as far
Woo
410 1 Broodwov
as I'm concerned."
good to Aug. 1, 1961.
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40 YEARS ON BEALE

Offers The Best in

good Highball?
BACARDI Highball
Bacardi makes good drinks. That's one reason
that among the thnusands of liquor brands in
the world--whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rest•
Bacardi outsells every brand but Rye!
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy it I
Hoyt

.

BOURBON - BRANDY - LIQUOR
GIN - WINE - VODKA
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